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Foreword. 

The judgement 'that person is musical' i~ c~mmonplace 
in our daily lives. The present writer has grown up ~n ~ 
intellectual environment coloured to a marked extent by 1nterest 
in music and the related arts. To him it had always be~n a.ver~ 
natural phenomenon that a person should be regarded as mu~~cal 
or 'not-musical t, and it see·ms justifiable to state that h~s 
attitude was but typical of his fellow-men. 

There appears to have prevailed for some time the ide-a 
that musicality represente·d some 'innate permeating spirit' 
which distinguished the possessor of the. 'mu~ical spark' f~om 
his brethren of more common clay. This ~mp~1ed th~t certa~n. t 

human beings had some general musical capac·l. ty or turn of m~nd 
which was not possessed by others-. Is there· any justification 
for such an assumption? It was a question such as this which 
first stimulated the writer's interest towards a scientific 
investigation of. the problem of musical! ty. This interest \vas 
refreshed almost continuously by a consideration of a number of 
further questions inevitably bound up with the consequences of 
the initial problem: Or the musical individuals themselves, was 
it true to say that their musicality was evidenced homogeneously 
either in degree or in quality throughout different musical 
operations? Was, for example, the music student who 1.111as keenest 
at discrimination of pitch also best at the rnemorizing of his music? 
Could anything definite be stipulated, either on a priori grounds or 
on the- basis of experience, about the relationship existing between 
one's musicality and one's general intelligence? And what of the 
so-called. allied arts; did literary ability, for instance, likewise 
involve a special quality, and was this ichor -the same as was to 
explain musicality? 

It was as an attempt to provide a scientifically
investigated answer to such and sLnilar questions that this analysis 
was originally undertaken. At the time of writing the field of the 
problem was entirely virgin soil; and though the writer would like 
to feel that this worlc does take an appreciable step towards 
clearing the. obstructing growths of ignorance on the subject,. yet 
he is obliged to point out the severely limited nature of the scope 
ot this thesis, o•.ving pc:rtly to the brevity of tir.~e at his disposal 
and partly to the arr.oun t of wasted 1 abour attendant upon all 
11pioneer 11 endeavour. 
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Any value in a study such e.s this will lie~ surely; in 
its e-ffectiveness in dispelling illusions of existing ideo.logy and 
pointinE the road for further ;11orkers. The results of the analysis, 
ilt is hoped, \vill not be regarded as altogether uninstructive or 
uninteresting, but they are far from fully or c-ategorically 
providing a solution to the many questions- about musicality with 
which the intelligent thinker must be confronted. It is hoped, 
however, that perusal of these pages 1Ni th reference to musicality 
will show the shallowness of deductive logic arm-chair conclusions 
about the nature of mental traits. It is becoming increasingly 
clear that the only scientifically valid hypotheses are those based 
upon data which have been experimentally treated to a vigorous 
analysis. So, if the general verdict passed an this work may 
justifiably be written as: Disciplina vitae scipio: then it does 
not seem over-much to claim that this first delving into research 
of the present writer will not be considered altogether devoid of 
scientific interest both to the general reader and the future 
musical-research worker • 
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l. Introd.gc t.i.Qn. 
\ 

The primary object of this treatise v1as to apply the 
methods or' 1.4ental Factor llnalysis as an aid in answering the 
question: iVhat is musicality? 

Historically, the analysis of any intellectual 
c-apacity has been shown to be a task of the greatest complexity 
attended by theories and objections, hypotheses and counter
hypothe-ses. Thus we had mental abstractions provided carte- blanche 
by the Monarchic doctrine, the Oligarchic or Faculty psychology 
theory, and the Anarchic or 'pooling' method of the treating of 
hume.n abilities. Each of these approaches has generally been 
condemned officially; yet many of the points raised by these various 
doctrines have survived in modern-day theories. Perhaps the t',70 
best-known and most widely accepte~ of contemporary methods of 
analyzing human ability are Spearman's Two Factor theory (29) and 
Thurstone 1 s theory of IJul tiple Factor Analysis (35). It is with the 
methods and principles implied in t1,110-factor and multiple factor 
techniques th2.t ','te sh:::.ll be concerned here. 

To enable it to be treated by such methods, musicality 
had to be approached in a special way:· An attempt was made to list 
the basic operations of individuals in which one might reasonably 
conclude evidence of musicality to be oanifested; where possible, 
there 1nere devised or adonted tests 1l'1hich vJoulC! in addition admit 
of the grading of individual performances on the taslcs prescribed. 
A difficulty here was immediately apparent. There being no 
satisfactory definition of musicality, how could one tell in which 
operations musice.lity was manifested? As will be described in the 
next se-ction, recourse '.'!as had to current hypotheses and ':Jha t 
experimental evidence already existed in the field. This procedure 
resulted in a final selection of tests of ~usicality. It must be 
stressed here that these tests are by no means "exhaustive. The 
shortness of the experimental perioC., the difficulty in persuc.ding a 
sufficiently Larg~ number of subjects to spend ~ore than a few hours 
for testing purposes, and the rest!'icted range of suitable apparatus, 
are but a few of the reasons why the selection of the tests must b~ 
regarded as eclectic only. But it does seem feasible to contend 
that tha selectian is such that representative tests of all the major 
divisions of musicality are here included. Reference to this point 
will be mace again when the topic of 'relt?vant literature' is 
discuss~d in the next section. 

A tantalizing issu~ has always been the debated inter
dependence of musicality ahd in telli:;ence. It was hoped that one 
of the relatively definite r8 sul ts of this analysis 7iOuld be the 
providing of an esti~ation of any such relationship; and it may 
fairly be held that, in so far as the intelligence and music 



batteries of tests were valid for their parpose, an a..'1S\7er to this 
question has been arrived at. It will perhaps be generally agreed 
tha:t masic e.nd poetry are commonly thought to be closely allied 
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arts; So at some futare date there 1nill no doubt be research made 
into the existence of a possible common 'artistic' element in the 
hum<:m mental equipment. As a first step towards such an end, it was 
tholl;~ht of use to attempt a rollgh estimation of the psychological 
connections between musicality and literary ability. Hence 'J!Jhat 
appeared to ba three valid tests of literary ability were included 
among the total tests. Probably it will be said that sue~ tests 
are greatly inadeqaate for thei!" parpose, since the attempt to 
gauge literary ability of individaals must necessarily be lengthy 
and complicated. On the other hand, while admitting that the tests 
of this ability given here mal<:e no· pretence to exhaustiveness, we 
may point out that they will, however, ba sufficient for our present 
purposes as, throu:;h them, '<'le can obtain an approximate index to the 
individual's knowledge of, and facility in the use of verbal ideology. 

·,=Je must make one apology. During the investigation the 
an::..lysis of the intelligence and literary tests shed light on some 
unexpectedly in t·3resting features of these tests, and, consequently, 
these tests were for a time enalysed and O:::iscusses p9r se, for their 
own worth. In the end various conclusions about general intelligence 
and literary ability were drawn although such cone lus ions had no 
direct bearing on the problem of musicality. 

It is hoped that the results· of the analysis of a battery 
of tests such as this, including, as it does, tests of musicality, 
general intelligence, and literary ability will throw sufficient 
light on the problem of musicality for that little-understood aspect 
of the make-up of the human mind to be e.menable to more precise 
and exhaustive research. · 



A Survey of Literature Related to this Stqdy. 

In this country music is an art, but nc-t yet a 
science. The musical '\'JOrld restricts itself to the training of 
musical performance, music tee.ching, cor:J:c:-osi t ion and the enjoyment 
of music listening. But not a '.'Jord has been ;vritten about the 
scientific side of r:Jusicality, about what it is and to what else 
in our intellectual lives it may be related. ?.or this reason, 
all the literature pertaining to our present purpose 1,'Jill be seen 
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to have been written beyond our n~tive shores, and that principally 
in different journals by various writers, and two weighty tomes 

, by c.E.Seashore (25,27) who has done a tremendous amount in the 
purely experimental field but has no~ applied the technique of 
factor analysis to his r.'?sults·. ·:ie will deal first 1.vith the 
literature- relevant to music te·sting, then that relevant to the 
relationship of musicality anc intelligence, and finally that 
relating musicality to literary ability. 

a surprisingly large amount of literature may be 
obtained on the subject of music testing, yet very little of this· 

' is relevant to the present problem. At the time of \?riting 
Seashore ts two books (25, 27) re::1ain the outstanding general works • 

. Although only one of the tests used in the oresent i~vestigation 
' was taken 1 in toto 1 frou: this source, much 'llseful advicj vas 

gleaned from a study of the contents of these works. Revecz (82) 
:proposes eight measu:::-es of musicaJ. capacities based on his study 

of the prodigy Nyiregehazi, and insists that musicality is unitary 
rather than atomic. Th.is is in line with a point of view such as 
the previously mentioned Oligarchic doctrine and implies that 
various operations in which musicality is manifested are all 
governed by the quality of the individual's 'music faculty'. 

Possible music tests may he devised ~in great numbers, 
and for the experimente·r who has to rely on just a few on wh.ich 
to base his calculations, the selection oZ a round dozen or so 
of these represents an embarrassing task. The problem is then: 
which kinds of tasks would test the basic aspects of musicality? 
The schematization of the tests finally adopted was based upon 
easho'~'s theory*. The relevant quotation is as follows:-
he normal musical mind is first of all a normal mind. What makes 

it musical i~ the possession, in a serviceable degree, of those 
apacities· which are essential for the hearing, the feeling, the 

understanding, and, ordinarily, for some form of expression of music 
with a resulting drive or urge toward .Music 11

• From this he de:.:•ivss 
his 'chart' of the musical mind, the regions being:-

(i) The Sensory Capacities; 
(ii) ~usical Imagery, I~agination, and ~emory; 
(iii) hlusical Feeling. 

"*'PsycholOGY ;Jf .i.iusic. p.2. 



(i) The Sensory C::1.paciti9s are evidenced in the appreciation of 
the psychological attributes of sound, namely, pitch, 

intensity, duration, and ti~bre. These are the four ultimate 
tonal attributes, basic for all musical effects. These he regards 
as arising from the physical properties of the sound wave (i.e. 
frequency, amplitude, duration, an:: form) to ·:Jhich he insists we 
must =eturn for any scientific account of musical ph9ncmena. 

As early as 1904, l':.o·.vever, l•iej·er (13) :1ad advanced th'3 view 
' that these a=~ net e.ll ind3pendent attributes, but in sow.c cases 

are separa.bl8 for convenience only. Today •,ve find significant 
diver9eno ies from Seashore 1 s posit ion at::tonG various workers e. g. 
Rich \23), and in particule.r an insL::tence upon the i~portance of 
tonal volume. 

For our present parpose it is suffici·3nt that ~,·1e ;Jass over 
such controversial points and use st:.fficient i;ests for the 
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defininG of the sensory capacities in question. 1"ie recard this 
branch of musicality as having four aspects: the tonal, the dynamic, 
the te:npo:;:-al, aild the qualitative. Se2.shore regards each of these 
as being the 1 main trunk of a type 1 • Concerned with the tonal 

·type (peculiarily sensitive to pitch and timbre) there were testa 
of discrimination of pitch (Test K), absolute pitch (Test L) and 
iscrimination of intervaL (Test I.:); with the dynamic type (fine 
uity of hearing and sense of loudness) discri~ination of 
tensity ('I'est S); with the temporal type (peculiarily sensitive 

o time, tempo, and rhytho) disc:ri:nination of tim3 (·rest O) a...'1d 
iscrii:Jination of rhy-thm (Test P); with the qualitative ty~e 
sensitive to timbre and harmonic constitution of the tone) the 
est for discrimination of consonance (Test N). 

The division of the tests according to Seachore 1 s typology 
s, from our point of view, purely descriptive. Seashore finds 
hese sensory capacities largely inborn and functioning from 
arly childhood. He goes on to say, that, after a "comparatively 
arly age, they do not vary •:Ji th intelligence, 1ai th training, or 
th increasing age, and hence diagnosis of musical talent is 

ossible before traininG is begun and the way pointed out for 
ertain very definite principles of musical education. ?urthermore, 

apparently complex forms of sensory capacities alsc tend to be 
~mental to a considerable dee;ree; that is, a young child has these 
acities long before he begins to sing or know anything about 

sic. It is the mee.ninc, and not the capacity of these forms of 
ssion which are tre.ined and which matures with age in 

oportion to the degree of intelligence an( e~otional drive. 
have thus seven tests of ousical sensory capacities; we proceed 

re to outline the literature relevant to the fee.ture-s of the 
re specific individual tests. 



------

(a) Discrioination of Pitch: 
K&~ler (12) suggests that too much 

at tent ion has been paid to pitch and urges the importance of 
tonal body. From the Iowa laboratory come a nuhlber of studies 
dealing with pitch, ana the measurement of its differential 
limen. Seashore (86) sho~s that for this purpose the tones 
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should be rich, constant in intensity and loud enouGh to be easily 
heard. Smith (28) sho,:ved that pitch discrimination gives a mee.ger 
response to training. Seashore (27) finds that the physiological 
limit for the sense of pitch does not vary significantly 'Ni th 
intellig~nce. He says: 'the moron may have as keen as sense of 
pitch as the philosopher.' Like~ise he can discover no concomitant 
variation between sense of pitch and age. He supports Smith's 
findings with regard tc the effect of training on the sense of 
pitch, pointing out that training, like maturation, results in the 
conscious recognition of the nature of pitch, its meaning, and the 
development of habits of use in musical operations, but that it does 
not modify the capacity of the sense organ any more than the 
playing of a good violin may improve the quality of its tone. For 
Seashcre-, since pitch is the fundamental ch?.racter of a tone, and 
~itch discrimination is. a measure of the capacity of this sense, 
'it ordinarily may be regarded as the most basic measure of musical 
capacity that we have. It determines not only '.'.!hat we shall hear, 
but fundamentally what 'Ne shall reme:nber •••••• and ',vhat emotional 
reaction we shall have". 

(b) ~bsolute Pitch: 
Previous work on absolute pitch serves to 

emphasize the complexity of the phenomenon both in its psychological 
basis and as an index of musicality. Kohler (12) insists that it 
does not arise exclusively from the sense of pitch; Gough (8) 
likewise recognises the significance of non-~itch factors in the 
introspections of her subjects; Seashore (27J thinks that the 
identification is not only in terms of pitch but also in part in 
terms of timbre or tone quality, particularly in_relation to a 
similar instrument; Jough further shows at some length that it can 
be produced by traininG, a conclusion emphatically substantiated 
by 1iull (17). Revecz (22) suggests that it indicates unusual 
musicality. 

(c) Discrimination of Interval: 
There has been very little work 

on discrimination of interval as the ability to judge the 
spatial distance between two notes sounded either simultaneously or 
successively. All in all, there se~ms to be a tendency to regard 
interval as a configurational phenomenon dependinc on m~~y factors, 
and unstable alike in its outlines and its affective values. Moran 

Pratt (16), among others, have sho'."!n that small variations in 
ize of intervals do not chc~ge there essential character 

thirds, fifths, etc., a rAsult ~hich 



Ogden (18) explains as due to the differential limen for volume not 
coinciding ryith that for pitch. Farmsryorth (7) eho~s that ~ith . 
increase of musical treining there soes an increasing tendency to 
judge the pitch of a combination of tones as the pitch of the upper 
tone. 

(d) Discrimination of Consonance: 
This is a more complex musical

mental phenomenon. Of the older nork reference must be made to the 
classic view of Helmholtz which explains dissonance as due to 
beatinc partials, and to Stur.1pf 1 s \32) explanation in terms of 
tonal fusion. kore recently the multiplicity of criteria is seen 
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in the work of Guernsey (9) who has sho~n that our reaction to 
intervals is governed by fusion 7 smoothness, and unpleasantness and 
that these are more or less independent. Concerning the influence 
of learnine;, experience and tradition, Valentine (37) shows that 
practice is a ~otent .factor in evaluating discords; Ogden (19) 
postulates a factor of racial adaptation; and Peterson (21) explains 
the system of interval pre:ference·s largely in terms of musical 
tradition end use. Doubt as to anti~y between consonance and 
dissonance is cast by I1ioore (15) and Heinlein (10.) whose 'J"Jork 
indicates that no absolute distinction is nossible betweeh consonance 
and dissonence. Bugg (3) points out that consonance is affected by 
a plurality of condition~ and advocates the correlation of sets of 
conditions with types of discriminations obtained~ Seashore (27) 
combines the three consonance criteria 7 blending, smoothness, and 
purity, and arrives at a final :Norm for Rank of Consonance and 
Dissonance. This last was employed in the present inv9stigation. 
Seashore finds discrimination of consonance to be relatively 
independent of age, intelligence, or training. lor him,. consonance 
is an affective process. 

(e) Discriminc>.tion of In tensity: 
~~ost of the significant work on 

intensity has been carried out in the Iowa laboratory. Seashore ( 27) 
points out the following results: 
That there are two fundamental aspects of the hearinG of intensity: 
first the hearing acuity measured in terms of the fain test audible 
sound; and, second, the ability to hear differences in the intensity 
of sounds, which is measured in teros of the least perceptible 
difference and is usually called intensity discri~ination (the 
aspect that was tested here); that there is no evidence to sho~ that 
in tensity discrimination varies with age, intelligence or traininG;. 

(f) Discri~ination of fi~e: 
Ihves±igation into the temporal aspect of 

musicality has mainly been into the :probl0m of rhythm, and of the 
little that has been done on the sense of time, 3eeshore's (25) 

I I I I 
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contribution alone is sicnificant. He regards time as a basic 
concition of the perception of rhythm, but alsc stipulates that 
prec1s1on in the sense of time is not essential to the feeling of 
rhythm. .ior him, the sense of time, unlike the sense of pitch or 
intensity which cepend on the sensory mechanism of the ear, is 
capable of large variation for different individuals, and he e:<plains 
it by a motor theory of time which is bound up with a time it:1agery 
complex. Individual differences are e~plained, therefore, in terms 
of a characteristic predisposition of the individual, resulting~·4 
particular degree of favcurableness for the grasping of time 
intervals in terms of his own action. rie finds little correlation 
between sense of time and ace; training has but small effect on this 
capacity; intelligence appears to vary independently of the sense of 
time. He finds a correlation of .17 (p.e •• 04) between sense of time 
and sense of pitch. 

Discrimination of Rhythm: (g) 
We are dealinc here with musical 

rhythm, a mental function ~hose significance is only ~artly 
exhausted by its musical me.nit:"estations. Stetson (31; formulates 
an_ ingenious and convincinG motor theory of rhyth~. Tuthill (36) 
shows that the presence of rhythmic factors cause time deflections 
in the reactions of highly trained musicians. A correlation of .71 
is found between rhythmic value of successive intervals and 
judgements of pleasantness by Sterzinger (30). ~oodrow (38) 
produces results which are, ho~ever in conflict nith those of 
Sterzinger. Seashore (25) regRrds rhythn, the instinctive 
disposition to group recurrent sense impressions, as being more 
complex than attributes of sensation, like tine and intensity. 
Elsewhere~he postulates a similarity between rhythm in music and 
rhythm in poetry based on the 'attention wave'. 

(ii) 
Following Seashore's schema of the elements of the 

musical mind we pass on to the next 'region' ~hich he entitles 
;';iu::; ic al Imc:..gery, In2.gin~t ion, anc .... e;::ory. -,:;e quote~ : "Granting 
the presence of sensory capacities in adequate degree, success or 
failure in music depends upon capacity for living in a tonal world 
through productive and reproductive imagination "• He elaborates 
upon the related topics of sensations of a motor and kinaesthetic 
nature, and upon the mental imagery imagination all associated with 
the possession of the elusive 'musical temperament'. Unfortunately 
the conditions of tl1e present investigation did not allow tests of 
such a nature to be used. But if the affective side of musicality 
is to be analysed in addition to the intellectual aspect here treated 
such tests will be both relevant and necessary. 

The other section of this branch of the field '.'las 
'nusical me~ory'. For Seashore, "~hile retentive and serviceable 
i::G:::.CJ:!;.: is a great asset to a musical person, it is not at all 
an essential condition for musical mindedness. A person may have 



a. 
naturally very poor memory of all kin.Js and get alone W8ll in 
music, just as an absent-minded philosopher may get on. ver~r well in 
h.is field. A reproductive and an unretentive mind may be '=OUe.llY . " . -mus1ca1. 

It was possible for our purpose to obtain two~ or if 
absolute pitch. Cmer.1ory ~ fo::- isolated tones) be includ:_d, three,7 
measures of tlns capacl ty. These were the tests on 1!.usical -
Me:nory and Musical Retentiveness. Seashore (25) regards musical 
memory as being capable of much cultivation. The ~ork on musical 
learning and memory is meager. In passing we note !:llerely that the 
Musical Me:nory test was constructed to measure memory for melody 
itself, while the Musical Retentiveness test measured the more 
elemental factors of melody. 

(iii) The literature" relevant to nine of the ten !:llUsic 
tests employed has now been dealt ~ith. The tenth test, 'Emotional 
Sensitivity to I.Iusic 1 , applies to yet another •region' of 
Seashore's scheme, viz., ~usical Feeling. 

Beaunis (1) discusses the derivation of musical emotion 
from the factors of rhythm, duration, intensity, pitch, and 
timbre, and emphasizes the importance of mental adaptation 
to tnusic. Hevner (11) postulates that rhythm, tempo and pitch, 
but not melody, harmony, or modality, give the best guide in 
interpretation of the affective tone of music. Seasho::-e (25) 
contends that it is possible to classify persons intc characteristic 
types of listeners in terms of affective responsiveness. The 
response to a musical situation, in his view, is dependent on and 
\Vill vary with the acuity of the sensory capacities; further, 
the limits and characteristics of the affective life are set 1 <:!rge ly 
by the lit:~.its of intelligence e..nd natural aptness in motor skills. 

This concludes the discussion of the literature on the 
possible consequences and implications of the music tests. Before 
passinc; on, we point out various other fields in ,_"Jhich ''rork 111il1 
have to be done before an exhaustive inventory of the capacities o: 
the musical mind can be sai"! to have been completed. Such fields are: 
Musical Imagery and Imagination, Musical Performance and Creativity, 
and sensory capacities like the sense of timbre. The literature dealt 
with here is by no means indicative of the amount written on 
musicality, but it i~ representative of and relevant to the work don~ 
,on those aspects of musicality ':Ihich are analysed in the present study. 
rhe literature discussed here is restricted to points upon ~hich 
some light may conceivably be thrown by this analysis. 
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The inclusion of the intelligence and literary tests in the battery 
was, as already explained, the result of a mor9 or less original 
interest in and theory as to the relationship between these two 
sub-Groups and the musical sub-group. The literature describing 
experimental evidence on any such relationship is extremely scanty:-

Miller (14) made a·study of the school achievements of 
826 students from eiGhteen to twenty one years old, to ascertain 
the relation of musical ability to other capacities, and confirms 
other students in finding that musical talent is ordinarily 
accompanied by good all-round ability. Seashore (25) postulates 
a musical intellect based on the view that though a parson may be 
poor in mathematics or other sciences he may be a good thinker in 
music. His General positioZJ.*is that "on account of the emotional 
bent and the necessary activities in art, musicians live largely 
in the vJorld of feeling and as a class hc,ve sacrificed much in 
intellectual pursuits for their goal. Their learning is more 
contingent upon the feeling of appreciation and et:J.Otional action 
than upon fe,cts and reasoninc. rherefore, the cultivation of 
scientific and abstract thinking has been generally neglected in 
musical education. On the other hand, the musical profession makes 
as high a demand upon the intelligence as any other profession. 
Rating on intelligence as a supplement to measurement of musical 
talent is one of the best indices for the prediction of success in 
musical education or a musical career ••••• " 

9. 

The correlation between abstract intellic;ence and art 
appreciation was shown positive but low as a result of an 
investigation by Carroll and Eurlich (4), from which was concluded 
"only that V"Jhen abstract inte llig(:mce appears in excess, it precludes 
the possibility of an unusually low score in art appreciation; when 
there is a deficit, as in the case of the near feeble-minded, it does 
not preclude the possibility of a comparatively high score in art 
appreciation. 

Spearman (29) estimates the ratio of general intelligence 
to musical ability as 1!4 ri systematic investigation into the 
correlations between music, poetry and intelligence is described 
by Rigg (24). Unfortunately tha statistical population in tnis 
case was only 65 in number. He finds that the correlation 
between discrir.lination in music and discrimination in poetry is 
low, and is lower still if intelligence is partialled out. Doubt 
is cast on the existence of a specific aesthetic discrimination factor. 

+c.E.Seashore (27) p.l77. 



111. The Nature of the Problem. 
10. 

(i) Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this investigation is, 

primarily, to determine what capacities,be they sensory, 
intellectual, affective, or what you will, are needed for their 
possessor to be dubbed 1 musical 1 • At a time when the advent of the 
factorial analysis of haman ability has given qai te a new complexion 
to the face of psychological research, experimental data based on 
naman operations are being ladled in a wholesale fashion into the 
mathematical melting-pot and the resalting mental ore is thereby 
oald~d by the experienced tools of the psychologist into finished 

components of haman abilities. To the best of the writer• s 
owledga, no such work on musicality has been attempted, and it 
emed to him that both the time and the sabject :vere ripe for 
eatment. Accordingly the qaestion was asked: In what human 

peraticns might masicality be sapposed tc be manifestad? Ten 
ach operations were prodaced as a resalt of this enqairy. 

To these were added ?tere added six more. tests in the hope 
hat a solation mitZht be o!Jt.::;.ined to the "qaestisn which has been a 
ogey of the masical profession and the butt for scurrilcus rem~rk~ 
ver since music became a serious art: 'Does musicality imply a 
ow intelligence'? 

T!.1ese sixteen tests, finally had their number aucmented 
three further tasks all of an undoubted li tere.ry nE'_ture. As these 

aGt three tests wers deemed by competent authorities to be quite a 
air me·a~ure of an ind i vid u~l 1 s literary ability it was hoped that 
ht?ir i::.clc;.sior. in the total battery would at least :;?rovide an 
mbryonic pointer to the e;~istence of an aesthetic or artistic fe.ctor 
hich ''!OUld shovJ itself in operations dependent ~;.pon more than one of 

Nine Arts. At the same time it was tl1.ought that it ~ight be 
teres tine; to test for a relationship betw-een literary ability 

intelligence. 

The exposition of our thesis, then, is: 'illusicality: 
t is it; tt1rough which mental factors is manifested; how is 
re~ated to innate intelligence; is it explained by the same 

ntal components explaining literary ability? How is literary 
bility itself related to intelligence•? 

11) Need for Its Investic:2.tion. 
-~ .An analysis of musicality, 

stem at ically ·and scientifically carried out, must yield results 
~re·at service to musical educators. Apart from the intrinsic 

lue of such a work per se, academic and scholastic fields of music 
e sorely in need of some absolute standards round which to 
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systematize their tenets of education. There is also a social need 
for such a cTissection of the body of r:msical education. The fact 
that contemporary r:msic is of the lo',"!Jest quality in centuries; the 
fact that numerous chil~ren in every little to~n are put to 
musical training because 'their parents like music' or 'think it 
would be so nice H their children could play the pie.no or the 
violin 1 ; the fact that many young men and wot.1en are studying ,nusic 
teaching as a means of livelihood because as children they ~ere 
thought to be musical, and ·:':ho are no'.'J compelled to :;:'inish their 
training althouc;h they have come to detest the drudgery as3ociated 
w·i th part of their education; 2.nd the fact thE,t ceneral public 
interest iil music is waning for want of a better type of music 
perfor;ner, composer, and tee,cher, are but sot::e of the reasons why 
ihe services of science are called for in the task of keeping music 
as an art in a scientific age. 

(iii) Its Practical Value. 
If we can analyse musice.l i ty and ii we 

can isolate the mental factors ?Jhich the musical person possesses, 
then we can perform a definite service to the musical world and to 
society in general. Knowing the prim::.ry musical abilities, it 
represents but a step to the formation of procnosis tests. And if, 
as-seems likely, musical abilities are evidenced at an early age, 
then long before the maturing child is required to be set to the 
learning of its task in life, such prognosis will reveal its 
capacilities. The civic order of the highest effici~ncy must be 
that in which, as in Plato 1 s Republic, all do that task 1.vhich by 
nature they are best fitted to perform. It seems not over-
much to anticipate that ~?hen we he.ve students of music .who have 
been proved c~s far as psychological methods can do so) to be 
musical in high degree, then the ~orld of music is due for a 
rejuvenation. The state around the musical norld, being 
untroubled by any fortuitous 'bohemian' section of the population, 
will be better orcanized and more efficient; the typic~l individual 
within the musical world happier and more competent. 

This picture is one of the future. If this analysis helps 
to bring that future but onG step nearer the present, that is more 
than recompense for the ~ork that went into it. 



Apparatus, ila1~ri~ls~and Procecure. 

1 • Subjects: 
The tests ~ere Given to students drawn fro~ three depart

ments of the University, there being in all 32 from the llusic 
department, 23 from the Enclish department, 15 from the Speech-train
ing department, 107 from the Psycholo0y department, and, in addition, 
30 from the MUSic department, Stellenbosch University. 
The restriction of the subjects to students was ootivated by a desire 
to maintain a relatively similar cultural and intellectual backcround 
fO~· the population tested. The diversity of the depart~ents from 
which the students w~re dra~n was due to: 
(i) There being no department with an enrolment of students suffi
ciently large for the purposes of the present analysis i.e. to ke~;p 
the probable error oi' fe.llible correle.tions within reasonable limits. 
(ii) It was thought that as the investigation was. concerned with the 
nroperties of musicality, general intelligence and literary ability 
lt would be of use to number among the subjects representatives of 
those specific departments "v1Jhose traininG perte.ined to the develop
ment of the abilities under considere.tion. Ihus the isolation of the 
mental factors of the total battery would be facilitated by the 
proportionately heavier loads settled upon any such factors by the 
effect of superior training of the various groups of students in re
gard to abilities required in their departmental work. Hence a 
possible li ter.ary fact·:r bes9oke students of 3nglish lanc;ue.ge 2..nd 
literature; music students would then emphasize any musical f~ctor; 

sychology stu~ents ~ere to provi~e the 'leavening' effect of too 
uch specialization and help to act as material for the intPlli~ence 
esting. 
iii) The inclusion of the Afrikaans speakinc stud·~nts from the 
onservatorium of ~usic, Stellenbosch University, arose primarily 
rom an insufficiency of music students at this University. The 
anguage difference 9resented no difficulty here, since the main body 
f the music tests were such as to be independent of the influence o:f' 
anguage, a 1 x 1 , a o 1 , or actual musical not at ion being all that was 
equired to answer any :luast ion. The scores on the literary tests, 
rtainly, and perhe.ps the scores on the intelligence test mic;ht be 

upposed to be adversely affected by a relative unfamiliarity with 
he lane;ue.ge in which the tests were e;iven. This obstacle was over
orne, as far as possible, by treatment '.''lhich will be described in the 
ction on •.r:.:etho.ds of Scoring'. 

12. 

There were in all 206 subjects, but as the tests required a total 
esting time of 5! hours, many of the subjects om5itted one or more 
ortions of the total tes:,~. The number of subjects performing each 
est is indicated in the description of th2t test. 

The subjects ''!ere ev0nly dra't"Jn froo both sexes, their being per
aps a slic;ht r:>reponderance of the female element. 

ages of tll~ subjects showed little variation, sor; of the students 
ainc bet~een the ages of 17 years and 21 years. 
t '.vas assumed th::.t, apart fror.1 tb.e actual test~ inolud~Z:. in the 

t tery, the three me •. ~ or in:nuences upon test perto.rmanc:e for the 



purposes of thi~ ,~tudy, .w~re ~Ge, ct;tltural a~d intelle?~ual back
~round,and speclilC tra1n1ng 1n mus1cal or l1terary suoJects. 
1.Ar,.e 1 V?.riation v1as deameC: too slir.::ht to wa.::rant correction - a 

0 -

conclu~ion supported by tha current psychological vie~ that naturity 
of mental abilities do not subste~tially, and, at all events, rapidly 
chaace after th8 ace of 16 yea:-s.·{ This inference is especially 
emphasized in the realms of music, where the earliness of appearance 
of talent and ability in the maturity cycle of the individual is too 
~:1 ell known to beer further e:::phasis. I'b.erefore age was not included 
as a variable in the test battery. As previously stated, the 
cultural and intellectue.l backgrou..'1d of the subjects wa~-o considered 
sufficiently uniform to preclude setting this feature as a separ~te 
variable in the battery. 
The third influence, that of specific training, differed from group 
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to group, but this very difference ·:;as desirable for reasons already 
given. This difference, in a way, constituted a variable element, 
but was not included as such in the battery as it vgould already be 
operative in magnifying the loads of the factors likely to be extracted. 
Hence, all other things having been made equal, ··it seemed legitimate 
to conclude that the results of the tests could be affected only by 
the capacities of the subjects th3mselves; and, in this statistical 
population, may be reGarded as having a bearing on definite and 
relatively pure abilities as analysed by the centroid process. 

2. Tasic3. 
The choice of tasks was determined on tl1e basis of sev8ral 

criteria:-
(i) To have as v~ried a sample of material for each suspected factor 
as possible, 

. (ii) to use, where possible, stande,rdized tests '.'Ji th predeternined 
high reliGhilities, 
(iii) to grade the difficulty of each test, so as ~o have, at one 
P.nd of the scale, certain questions which everybody could ans·:1er, 
and at the other, g_uest ions ·:;hich nobody, even with specialized 
training in the mental pro~esses involved in the test, could answer 
altogether sa.tisr'e,ctorily. Ihis, it was hoped, ''10Uld yield .!_)recisely 
graduated coefficients of efficiency, and 
(iv) to eoploy tests which would be suitable for as extensive a 
range of marking as feasible in order to obtain a true dispersion 
of the subjects' abilities. 

3. Selection of ~atarial an: ~ethc~a of ~ccrinc. 
The tests of the entire battery fell natu.::::'ally into three 

sub-systems: 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 

(i) Intellicsnce. 

Intelligence. 
Literary. 
i..i:usice..l. 

An index to th0 gene:-al intellectual c2:pe.bi 1 i tiAs 
or each individual ~as arrived at by the use of the Cattell 
Intellic;ence Test. i"'-bo!Jt h::tlf the sub.~ects cor:J.pleted Scale 111: 

orm B. and the other half 3c-.:>.le 111; 2o-rm A. 

x c. :3pe::~rr:J.e.n. '"'·bilities of. 1Ian• 
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The 6 parts of the test •:Jere completed durinG two differ<?nt periods 
separated in most cases by 24 hours, but in some few cases by a week. 
There were six parts t~('test, all of which were of the multiple 
choice type i.e. for each question or preble~, the subject had to 
de teet the correct ans;'Jer I' rom among four incorrect a.."lswers. The 
carts of the test were all of the 'speed' variety, strict regard 
being paid to the imposed time-lir.~i t for the performence of each task. 
Each part was graced, st~rting with ee,sy problems an.:::. ending with 
difficult ones. Furthermore, the test as a •'.Thole became increasin~ly 
more difficult as each part succe0d0rt the previous one. 
Various points arisinc from the resur:s of this standardized intelli
n.'ence test raised doubts about the purity of the 'g' factor it was 
held to isolate, and consequently the six parts of th<?. test ·•Jere 
treated as independent variables in the ensuing analysis. The various 
parts of tha test were:-

(A) 3ynonyms ':i'.3st. 
There ~ere 20 items requiring the choosing of an appro

priate synonym of a given word. One m~rk was a~arded for each correct 
ans•.!Jer. 180 sub~ects completed this test•. 

(B) Clas3i~ic~tion !est. 
This consisted of 25 items; of these 21 required the 

picking out of a word which represented an element foreign to the 
rest of the words in the ite~. The remaining 4 items involved 
similar sele·ction, only this~"~eometrical fiGures were er.1ployed. One 
mark was a·narded for each correct ans'lJer. 180 subjects completed this 
test. 

(C) Oppositss fest. 
This was composed of 20 items, in eech of which the 

opposite of a given word had to be chosen from the list of possible 
antonyms. One mark 12\ras a'·;arded for each correct answer. 180 subjects 
completed this test. 

(D) Analogies Test. 
In each of 21 items the subject was required to choose 

from a selection, words related to a given word in such a way as to 
make the relationship analogous to a previously stated relationship, 
e.g. 
'Palace is to King', as 'Kennel' is to (:nan, animal etc.). In gach 
of 4 further items the same principle had to be applied to geometrical 
figures. One mark was a•varded for each correct anst.ver. 179 
subjects performed this test. 

(E) Completion Test. 
· Fcur short continuous passages are given, each 'Ni th 

6 or 8 gaps breakinG the continuity of the passage. Each 0ap must 
be filled in ~ith a wo~d chosen from the given alternatives. One 
mark was a';Jarded for ea0h correct '.'lord chosen. 171 suc.jscts completed 
this test. 

( F' In·' ·" ~ 1 .... srences J.3St .• 

This consisted of 12 items ea0h presenting ~ problem 
requirinc a cood ~eal of reasoning poryer for its solution. 3ach 
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. problem hac~ between 4 ancl 8 Giver ... solutions; the subject wa.3 
required to choose the correct one or cnes, as the case demand '3d • 

. rhree marks were awarded for each problem correctly solved. The test 
!was atteillpted by 169 subjects. 

(G) This niche in the battery l'Jas l<:ept vacant to be ~sej as a 
composite variable representinG the total scores of individuals in 

·the cO!.'lple te intelligence test. .-~os the mathematical analysis proceeded 
it was seen that this variable could perform no function not already 

· 00erating throllgh ti;le combined effects of the individllal parts of the 
't~st, and so 1 G1 was discarded as a variable. In vie~ of possible 
confllS ion bet•~een variable 1 G' and Spearman 1 s 1 g' , it 1.11as decided to 

arne the next test 'H'. Hence 1 J• does not exist as a test variable 
t all in this work. 

; 

: ( ii) Li tere.ry. 
Three sets of tests of li tere.ry ability were used. None 

of these tests were of the 'speed' type i.e. no time limit was imposed. 
(H) Read in:_: Conpreh8ns ion Test. 

This was a standardized test taken from the 'Iowa 
ilent Reading Tests'. Sllbjects read throuGh e. passage of V9rse of 
1 lines in length, variolls phrases of '.Vhich ·.vere under-lined and 
llmbered. Adjacent to the passage vvas a nllmber of qllestions rel.?-ting 
o the fllll understandin13 of the literary content and each question 
ad to be answered by filling in the number of the llnder-lined phrase 
est ans·l\lering the qllest ion. 
ne mark was a·,varded for e-ach correct ans·.'Jer. 135 subjects completed 
his test. 

(I) Vocabulary Test. 
This was composed of 100 words, each of which had 

ttached to it 5 ;,.:ords or pl1rases. .i'he subject was reqllired to put 
ring round the word or phrase eqllivalent in meaninG in ee.ch case. 

he first 50 words were taken from the rerman test; the second .50 
ords were originally selected in conjllnction with the head of the 
sychology department.x 

he words were gradGd in dHficulty; there being a good number that 
verybody would be likely to know, c.nd a sprinkling with •.vhich nobody 
ould be likely to be acquainted. 
ue regard was paid to the avoidance of technical, archaic and 
olloquial words. The criterion for the inclusion of a doubtful word 
as: 'loiould an intelligent studPnt accustomed to indulge in a 
easonably l.1igh stende,rd and extensive range of reading be likely ever 
o ~ncounter the 1vord in question? 

mark was awardr::!d fore ach correct meaning selected. 145 subjects 
erformed this test. 

(J) ?oetice.l A;!1reciation. 
The Abbot and Trabue 'X' and 1Y1 series of po0try test2 

ere given here. Each of the twn series had thirteen !1arts. Sach 
art consisted of a verse written by a poet of renown,.and accompanied 
Y three t:lalverGions of this verse in whic:: the poetic quality is 
wered by introducing a 1 senti~Antal 1 version (insincere feelings, 

x. Prot: •. H. Reyburn. 



•gushy emoti·o"hS etc.), a 'prosaic' version (reducing the poet's 
imagery to a more com::1onplace level), anci a 1 t:letrical version' 
(making the movement awkward). 
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subjects \"Tere required to state which of the four versions of each 
oem they considered best as poetry. 

re were thus 26 tests in all. Again the tests wP-re graded in 
ifficulty, the first of each series being the easiest, and the last 
he most difficult in which to discriminate between version and mal

Each poem had been pronounced superior to its varients by a 
up of experts including poets, literary editors, critics, and pro-

essor~ of. literature. ,.., -1= ~ xy 
0 ord1ng to the Pearson .l.'Ormula .}€;"~ Ji.ya. 

reliability coefficient between the t1.1ro series 'x' .::.nd 'y' '.r.Jas .?23 
nee the sy:,tem of scoring was one marlc for each correct response 

hroughout the 26 tests. 

iii) nus :!..cal. 
The music tests comprised half the total tests, and 1vere of 

he 'goodness of response' type, no attention being paid to speed of 
esponse. The tests ~1ere ten in number:-

Pitch Discri~ination Tast. 
Ten items ;.vere c;iven, the procedure for each item being:-

standard tuning-fork of 435 vibrations per second, was struck side
ays against the tines with a felt hammer, allowed to sound for two 
econds-, and r1as then immediately damped do•:vn. l.nother tuning-forlc of 
435-t-30) vibrations per second was similarly sounded a..11d damped down. 

subjects 1Jtere required to state c'Jhich of the t1.vo souncrs ·.·:as the 
gher in pitch. For each item there were 4 such compe.risons. 7he 
ocedure was such as to require two responses each of 'higher' and 

lower' for each item. The order of appearance of 'higher or lower' 
each item was entirely random. The next item had tha cot:~parison 

uning-fork 435, and (4351"23) vi brat ions per second. Discrimination 
came increasingly difficult as the items progressed, the order of 

ibrations per second being, (435+35),(435+23),(43"5+17),(435+12}, 
5+8), (435-t-5),(435+3), (435+2), (435-t-1) and (435-r.5). 
all there we·re 40 response-s and one mark was ac"Jaraed for each 

orrect response. 135 subjects performed this test. 

Absolute Pitch Test. 
This consisted of 7 items. In each item a note in the middle 

ange of the key-board was struck, o~fe only. The subjects had been 
viously instructed to memorize th~ritch of the given sound. After 

lapse of about 5 seconds a part of the next test (J:.I) was given and 
red appropriately; a second note in the main test was now struck 

it was required o:i the subjects that they stipulate 1i7hethel.· the 
itch of the sound of this latter note was, or was not identic~l with 
hat of the former. A similar procedure was adopted '.Vi th the 6 other 
terns. One mark was awarded for each correct response. 134 
ubjects completed the test. 
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(M) Interval Discri~inaticn lest. 
This was based on a standardized test devised 1:"Ji th due 

respect to validity and relic..bili ty. The test required the comparison 
of two musical intervals played on the piano to determine wh9ther the 
last interval was larger or smaller in range of pitch than the first. 
There were 20 pe.irs of intervals to be conpared. The first interval 
of each trial a1·::1ays begen in the region of the oct:we below middle C 
on the piano; the second interval was always given above the first 
interval to avoid over-lapping bet~een the two. The intervals all 
proceeded in an up~ard direction. Trials 10 to 2C ~ere the reverse 
orders of trials 1. to 10, ~ith the interval in each trial also 
reversed. Diffi6ulty was increased in the first half of the test, 
whereas the last half became easier. The difficulty was based on the 
ratio of the difference in length of two intervals. Thus in trial 1, 
C to B contains 11 seni-tones; its companion interval, 2 to h has 4 
semi-tones. Dividing 11 by 4 gives 2.75, which was taken as a 
measure of the di:t'.ficulty, expressed as a ratio between the t7ro 
inte~vals. One mark was awarded for each correct discrimination. 146 
subjects completed the test. 

(N \ ~~on~ 0 n ,.., c.... ,.... ; ,-.. ...... ,.....1· .., 1. ~~--::. + 1 •. ~i.... :;, ~ ..... t J.: J 'J ... u ... ..t.a ...... ~~ ..J_.::n .... _ ......... .~...._~.-.. '._). J.. .;;I:;) .... 

This test was modelled upon the results of a specific study 
of the conditions influencing consonance discrimination carried out 
elsewherez.. The test '?as given in bvo groups:-· 
(i) 15 pairs of intervals were presented on the piano each interval 
being damped do~n before its companion is sounded. 
The subjects were instructed to state ~hich of the two intervals of 
each pair •,vas the smoother (i.e. r:::latively freer from beats and 
roughness). rhis is taken to be the more consonant. 
One· mark vJas a~-~arded for each correct response •. 
(ii) 15 pairs of intervals, different from the previous group, were 
now similarly presented. Here the subjects :,vere to state which of the 
intervals in each pair had its two component notes blending better 
(i.e. whether the two tones e,greed or belonged toeether). This again 
represente-d a test of consonance. One mar;c •,vas a"Je,rded for each 
correct ans,?er. 138 subjects completed both parts of this test. 

The problem of scorin.-:; in this connection repr8sented a 
t'!ell-known difficulty in nusical tests of consonance, owing to the 
subjective methods of prefer~nces for different tonal combinations. 
The method of ~coring finally adopted was that given by the most 
compete-nt authority on the question known to the present writer • ..a 

1. R.N .Drake (6) Neslyan College U.S. A. 
2. Z .. G.Bugg Vanderbilt University U.S.A. (3) 
3. C.Z.Seashore Chap Vll pace J52 (27) 
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The characteristic basis of judgment is indicated in 
the following graph: 
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(0) Rhythm Test. 
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It would have been convenient to have used the Seashore 
phonographic tests for this and the folloRing tests, but as 
the opinion of both the writer and an expert on musical topics , 
was that the tests were of too difficult a nature for the average 
student not musically trained, it was decided to leave the 
devising of the rhyth~ and the time test which follows to a 
member of the music staff competent and experienced in aural 
testing under local conditions.x 

These tests ~ere 16 in number and ranged from very easy 
tests to tests which few·, even of the music students, could answer 
correctly. Each test consisted of a short melodic phrase played 
on the piano with reasonable accent on the 'strong' beats. 
The subject had to decide whether the phrase was in 
~ 1 ~ ' ! or ~ time. The significance of these last tempi was 

amply illustrated with examples, and the test proper was not ~egun 
until all present had signified their complete understandine 
of what was required. 

One mark was a'.varded for each correct answer. 139 subjects 
attempted this test. 

(P) Time Test. 
As in the previous test, a practice experiment was performed 

and each subject had explained to him the significance of the 
relative time-values, minim (cJ ), crotchet (.' ) , quaver ( .~), 
semi-quaver· (!), and combinations of these values. Illustrations of 
the explanations were given until each subject professed adequate 
understanding of the material to be used. The subjects 

~ Dr. W .Bell. Ex-Dean of liusic Faculty, U.C. T. 
x Mr. J ~Andrews, Vocal & Aural Dept. 1Iusic Faculty, 

u.c.T. 
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were inf_ormed that no notes other than the above 4 would be used. 

Twelve melodic phrases, chosen from the 16 phrases of the 
previous test in order Of difficulty were then played, and the 
subjects were required to 1,"Jrite down the symbols equivalent to 
the phrase played. 

e.g. the phrase ' ~ {f If Q" I el ft would be 

written as J n ) I1 ~I 

• .::;,s in this test it was obviously not a case of an ans•.'ier being 
wholly right or wholly wrong, 4 marks were allo~ed each item, 
and each response scored according to how much of the question 
was ans•,J:Jered in a manner showing comprehension of the principles 
involved. In this way a better dispersion of the 'sense of time' 
abilities of individuals coulc be obtained then by awarding one 
mark or no:ne to an ansv11er. 139 subjects attempted this test. 

(Q) llusical ilen.ory Test. 
Both this and the next test were suggested by ingenious 

tests devised elsewhere.x This test follows the practice of 
having the material as near like the function to be tested as 
possible. The test consists of 12 trials for which. there are as 
many original 2 to 4 bar melodies. All of the melodies 71ere 
originally composed to obviate any possibility of familiarity 
with the material. Each one of these 12 melodies serve as a 
standard of comparison with four possible variables: change of 
key; change of time; change of note; or the same melody repeated. 
Thus in trial 7 the original melody or standard is: 

compared and identified 
each comparison): 

£111,±1·~,!.1 
-f' , ' 

( \V J 

llf) 1. l 
x R.N.Drake, Wesleyan College, U.S.A. (6) 
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The first variable is the same ~elody as the standard except that 
one of the notes has been altered; the second variable has the same 
notes as the standard, but the time values of some of the notes e.re 
altered; the third variable is the standard melody played in another 
key, and the last variable is identical ·:1i th the standard melody. 

Each v2riable is identified by the first letter of the 
-- four possible variables. Thus •s• stands for same as the 

standard, K stands for cheJlge of key, ·r stands for che,nge of time, 
and N. stands for a change of one or more notes. Only one kind 
of change is made in any one variable. All that need be recorC.ed 
for trial 7 would be N.T.K.T. which are placed in a specially 
prepared form as shown in Fig. I. 

Fig. I, showing the correct responses to all 12 trials, 
indicates hew ~.vi th each two trials there is one additional variable 
requiring to be indentified. The order of the variables in random 
generally, but care· was taken both to avoid stereo-typed presentation 
and to have each variable occu::-ring about the same number of times 
during the entire experiment. 

Figure I. 

1. s •. N. 
2. K. T. 
3. N. T. s. 
4. T. K. N. 
5. N .. K. T. .... 

o:lo 

6. T .. N. K. T. 
7 .• N. T. K. T. s. 
s. K. s. N. r. T. 
9. N. T. N. TT 

~\.. T. N. 
10. T. K. N. s. N. T. 
11. T. N. N. K. T. s. T. 
12. N. T. N. K. s. s. N. 

The standards begin with two-bar melodies and increase 
slightly in length and complexity from one trial to the next. Here 
again, the practice experiment of thoroughly explaining what is implied 
in S~K,T ,N, was performed and illustrated and only when all present 
quite understood the nature of the test, was the test proper commenced. 

One mark is awarded for each letter correctly put down. 
134 subjects performed this test. 

'"\.::· (R) Retentivity Test. 
· This test was constructed to measure memory for the more 

elemental factors of me lady than for melody its-9lf as '.vas the purpose 
in 1iusical Memory. It was, therefore, different in character. There 
were 10 trials each containing hvo sections. The first section is 
composed of tbree items which must be remembered to compe"re ?Jith the 
three· corresponding items, arranged in the samG order, in the second 
section. The items are:-
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(1) An interval played on the piano. 
(2) A rate of time given by a metronome. 
(3) A chord of three notes played on the piano. 

The thre~ i te·ms are given in a certain order. In the second 
section, different items are given in the same o::-der. ·7here there 
is an interval it is to be compared (large:;.~ or smaller, L or 3) 
with the corresponding interval in the first section; vJhere there 
is a rate of time, it is to be compare~ (faster or slower, F or S) 
vvith the rate given in the first section; and where one note is 
Given it is to be compared with, or identified c..s different from (D), 
the first (l), second. (2), or third (3) of the three notes given in 
the first section. The same order of presentation of items as 
in the above test was followed. 

The metronome rate of 78 beats per minute was taken as the 
standard to be compared with the "rate of time" variables ranging 
from 164 to 88 beats per minute. The standard comes first in 
5 trials Ul.d last in the other 5 trials arranged in chance order. 
Tkmetronome is allowed to beat for a short random length cf time in 
each trial (if the same lsngth of time had been used for all cases 
it would have been possible merely tc oount the number of beats in 
each sect ion and get the correct ans·.ver ·1i thout paying any attention 
to the rate of beats.) 

To illustrate what the test requires with trial V:-

rhere is first given a c!loi~d of 3 notes .~ 
on the pie..no; this is f'ollo•Ned by the metronome 
beating e:t the rate of 110 beats pe= minute; 2na then ..... musical 
interval is Given ;t~:=~=== 

1,(1 
--e--

These are th~ three- i teEl.s in tha first section, all of 
which mast be kept in •nind to .:::o::1pare with the respective i terns 
in section two, viz:-

~~ 
one note~ is presenterd on the piano e.nd has -tc te identified 
as D, 1, f~3, of the thre~ notes pre:::"!r. ted in the 7irst sect ion; 
then a rate of time is given on the metronome of 78 beats per 
minute which must be compared to the rate given in the first section 
to determine if it is fastP.r (-'-_,) or s 1 O''ler CSJ. than thc..t in 
the first section; finally an interval It 
is gi':en, and t~1e testee must deter:r.ine ~- ;.._ 
if this interval is larger (L) or smalle:::- (sf than ~he interval 
civen in section .onA. 

In addition, for the benefit of students who cculd place 
the single note as bein;; pari: of the general harmony of thl'l 
previously given chorJ, hat ~ho could not be expected, o~in; to 
lack of trainir1t;, to lmo•.v 7Jhich c,ne of the three notes it ':Joul::i be, 
provision was made for such subjects to si:nply place an 1 ... <:: 1 instead 
of 1, 2 or 3. 



One mark is awarded for each correct response. 134 
subjects performed the test. 

(S) Intensity Discri~ination Tast. 
For this purpose the Seashore phonographic test 

was used. A record is played upon which are sounded 50 pairs· of 
isolated notes. In each of the 50 ca~es the subject is required to 
decide rthether the second note of each pair is louder or softer then 
the first. 

One mark is avJarded for each correct ansv1er. 132 
subjects completed the test. 

(T) Emotional Sensitivity Test. 
This was a test of emotional appreciation of extracts 

from musical ·.vorks played upon gramophone records. The ~~Jork were 
selected in accordance with expert advice.x regard being paid to: 

(i) choosing '."Jerks all of an orchestral nature to preclude any 
guide being given to the emotional character of the piece by the 
nuances and timbre of solo e.rtist performance (especially vocalists); 

(ii) choosing works little known to the average music public, 
to obviate responses of a conv.3n tional nature, and 

(iii) choosing extracts of works which, in the unanir.1g.us 09inion 
of members of an experienced and critical advisory board, P typified 
the emotior..s in question beyond doubt. Some of the works 1,vere 
redolent with their specific emotion, 1.:Vhile others >?ere more subtle 
and cor!t::-clled, and required gre:::.ter power of appreciation. 

Each ~ecord was accompanied by a list of 8 adjectives; 
the subjects 1 task ~vas to choose the 3 ·,vords in each case l'lhich best 
described the character or emotional mood of the music played. The 
adjectives were chosen by the aforementioned advisory board. Of the 
8 words in each case there were 4 which described the mood of the work 
with varying degrees of accuracy. Of these the choice of the best 
word was a:narded 4 marks, the next best 3 marks, then 2, and finally 
one mark. The other 4 adjectives were irrelevant to the task _and 
carried no marks. 

There were 12 records, and each was played for 
about two minutes. The works played were extracts from:-

1. March of the Caucassian Chief - Ipoletov; 
2 •. Prelude to Fervaal - d'Indy; 
3 •. Tristan Prelude- Wagner; 
4. Overture to Casse--Noisette Suite-Tschaikowsky; 
5. Uarche Joyeuse - Chabrier; 
6. !Ieistersinger Overture - \Vagner; 
7. Symphony No. 4, 2nd i:!Iov. Tschaikot.I!Jsky; 
8. Dense Chinois - Tschaikowsky; 
9. Trauma - ~agner; 

10. Parsifal Prelude - '.Vacner; 
11. Siegfried Funeral :larch - Gotterdammerung - ',i'agner; 
12. ~ristan Prelude Act 111 - ':'iagner. 

X Dr. ·,'/. Bell 
~Members of the Staff, Music Dept. U.C.T. 
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132 Subjects performed the test. 

Stellanbosch Scores. 
If the scores of the Stellenbosch students ware to be 

considered relatively lower all round for any test owing to un
familiar! ty with ttle English language, then certain statistical 
results are to be expected and allowance can b~ made for such 
constant errors. 

The procedUre adopted was: 
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(i) To calculate first the arithmetic I,Iean of the combined 
scores of the Cape Town iliusic students on each of the tests, and then 
the Me·an for the scores of the Stellenbosch students· on the same 
t e·s t s • i • e • 

(ii) From the Me-an of e·ach test for each of the two groups the 
Standard Deviations was worked out, i.e. S.D. :: ~ ~~&. 

i.e. 

(wherei<...,_J are deviations from the ~ean) 

(iii) The probable error of each ~ean is then calculated 

·a-..~ E 
2.-

E=-
' 

(iv) The Probable Error of the difference between the two 
lileans for each test is found. This is given by 

JEl..+-E l. 
I 1...-

( v) If the difference between the tw·o Means concerned is 
equal to or greater than 5 times the Probable Error of the 
difference between the i:.~eans, i.e. if ~c..-~ .2:- rJa-~. 

.... -. 
then it '!las assumed that a chance factor was insufficient to account 
for such a difference, and the 3tellenbosch scores were raised in the 
proportion of the Cape To,.vn i;~ean to the Stellenbosch Liean. 

To illustrate this method, an exa~ple is cited of what 
was done in the case of the vocabulary test:-

",~, Ca~)e To·m: hlean = 49 

" S. D.: 15.91 

P. E. of IJe·an - 2. 683 

Stellenbosch:' illean - 26 

S.D. :: 9.198 
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P .. E. of difference between the Means 

= 

This difference·, ~49-26, = 7 P .. E • 

= 
Each Stellenbosch student's score in the vocabulary test was 

multiplied by~ This corrected score was used for 
26 

computation of subsequent correlations. 
Other tests requiring this correction were those on Reading 

Comprehension, Poetry Appreciation and the first five parts of the 
Intelligence Test. 

General hlusic-tast Scores. 
It is natural to suppose that the lliean scores of the 

music students as a group would be higher th?.n those of the students 
lacking a specific t!lusical training. But, as the correlational 
technique is largely unaffected by such differences, raw scores 
for both music and non-music students were taken. 

4. The Experimental Procedure. 
All the experiments, with but a sinsle exceptionX 

were carried out under group test conditions. The stress of the 
experimental period would have been greatly lightened had it been 
possible to organize the subjects into about three different . 
groups; in this way the testing might feasibly have been completed 
in a week. As it was, owing to harassing difficulties for any 
would-be experimenter, the subjects had to be tested in small 
groups, and so the testing 1,vas not finally completed until seven 
weeks had passed. In retrospect these difficulties can be seen 
to have adVa...'ltages. l~o group was composed of more than 15 subjects 
and consequently many random factors· attendant upon group testing 
could be eliminated: there ~1as no possibility of subjects copying 
the answers of their neighb0ur; with the watchful gaze of the 

· "' experimenter constantly upon them, subjects could not 'fool', 
become disinterested, or othGr·.·Jise give irrelevant r9sponse·s; in 

-·- addition to subjects being encouraged to ask questions freely 
about difficulties in the comprehension of the task in hand, the 
experim~nter ~as able, on sev~ral occasions, to notice puzzlement 
among various subjects who were of too retiring a disposition to 
ask these questions. In such cases, the task was re-e:Qlc.ined 
until complete comprehension of all was evidenced. 

x vide Appendix 2. 



The intelligence tests, alone, were given to groups of 
30 subjects or more. The Znglish and I.iusic stuc·"'nts dic1 the 
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test in Broups of about 30, while the Psychology students did theirs 
in groups of so, 15 and 15. In all tests there were quite a 
number of isolated cases of subjects being unable to join any of 
the groups, and having to be tested for the entire battery 
individually. 

The condit:ions under which the t:=sts were given were, with 
the exception of the case of the music students, conditions of 
quietness, and free from disturbances. The music student had to 
be tested at the Collece of i'"usic in a room into which muffled 
sounds of music-pl<:..ying penetrated e.lmost constantly. .n certain 
interference with the attempt at concentration by the stud'"nts 
here might be contended, but, against this distraction should be 
recorded the fact that the music students involved wgre accustomed 
to do- all their work under exactly similar, if not worse, condi
tioris, and hence a certain immunity might be supposed. It was 
finally deciC.ed to leave the scores of the music stud-"nts unchanc;ed. 

The intelligence tests were given under regulation conditions 
according to the instructions laid down by the devise:::- of the test.x• 
The giving of literary tests presented no difficulty. The music 
tests '.vere given as described in the previous section, stress being 
laid on familiarizing non-music students 1.r:Ji th the tasks by the use 
of ample illustration. 

The test for discrimination of intensity presented a good 
deal of diffi8ulty which was to a certain extent overcome by use 
of the technical advice of an electrical enginee:rin;s expert .•• 
IVithout going into t~1e question of acoustical C.ynamics, it may be 
pointed out th~t: 

(i) persons seated at different parts of the room with 
respect to the sound-box of the gramophone, would not 
be subjected to exactly the same amount of auditory 
stimulation. 

( ii) the reception of ~! auditory stimulus by a subject 
would depenc:. both upon his distance from the sound-box 
in the fl·ontal-parallel plane, and, if the sounC. box 
is parallel to the back wall of the room, his distance 
away from the perpendicular line joining the sound-box 
to the wall. In the diacram 

61+«.1<' 1 B • A. l ~<-~j).::....:...'"~ec. r,d,., 

~~LL ~--~P--~C~~~ DF 
[ouiVO 

Subject A receives more stimulation than B; B is more favourably 
placed than C for sound reception; and D is in the J.e·e.st favourable 
position for sounc. reception. 

x' R.B.Cattell. 

x11 Dr. Gulke. 
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(iii) the distortion of pure sound in a closed room '.'lhich has 
not been acoustically-treated really makes it desirable 
that tests of this nature should be performed in the open 
air. 

These difficulties ~ere partly surmounted by the 
following procedure: 

The subjects, of whom there were never more than 
15 at a time in the experiment (often there 'Nere only 6 or 7), •.vere 
placed close together, three on a first bench, then three exactly 
behind on the se·cond hench,and the rest similarly in the next 
benches. 
The position was: 

The distance C to D was abou: 8 feet which 
would cause a very slight difference between sound reception in the 
first ro.a and in the last row. The distance D to E was bout 3 feet, 
and as the horn of the gramophone was 3 feet in diameter at its 
opening we can presut:te that the three subjects i:J. each row would 
be subjected to equal intensities of auditory stir:J.Ulation~ 

This was the final procedure adopted. The 
objection that the Seashore test employed was not a test of pure 
sounds ~as deemed to be of nesligible importance in this experiment. 
The validity of the test seemed proved by the reasonably cvide disper-:
sion of the results obtained. 

The intelligence tests were given in two periods 
of tb..ree-quarters of an hour each; the li tr:-rary tests were cone in 
one period for the comprehension and vocabul.::;ry tests, and another 
period for the poetry tests. The music tests were ~i ven to about 
one half of thG subjects in one testing period of 22 hours; 
the remaining subjects spread tha performance of the test over 
three hour periods. 
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v. Results. 

(i) Statistical imalysis. 

Both the raw scores of the 206 
subjects on all tests, and the scatter-diacrams of the 171 inter
correlations between the tests are given under a separate cover. 
As the number of subjects performing each test varied appreciably, 
the constants of distribution had to be recalculated individually 
for each one of the 171 correlations. A fair idea of the actual 
number of the statistical population upon which the differ(?nt 
corrg1ations are based may be gained from a diagram: 

'7NT/!"LI..I{;.~N( E" L/rE~A-~y hl'.fH. 

---prFc.c.. ft;.cNCG' /"73 IJo //,3 

L/TERA-~y I'Io 1/l, //0 

/!vue.. //J 110 /L7 .. We beg1n here w1th the r1rst table of the raw coeff1c1ents of 
correlation. It should be noted that the entire analysis is 
based on correlation between sets of fallible data. No attempt 
has been made to correct the correlations either for effects 
of 2.ttenuation or for uniqueness. The correlations m~y therefore 
be regarded as being, at the least, as l0\7 as they could be. It may 
be pointed out that the errors attached to fallible scores help to 

.llo•t.l make up the rawvand yet are uncorrelated; they make up a part of 
the factors 'Nhich the two tests do not have in comr:10n ancl. thus 
they reduce or attenuate the apparent degree of relation. The true 
correlation between two variables can only be arrived at by making 
some correction for this attenuation' in the ra'JJ coefficient. 

The correl~tions were computed by Pearson's 
Product-Moment formula, viz., 

< ..... ~y -(V,~~: Y,y) y '=: ___:::;~-~~T,._ 

<r~< a-y J(-I'J 
where /C. and Yare deviations from the mean (i.e. Y-/1 ) 

andY andY, are corrections for the adoption of cuessed averages. 
1"' 1 

The entire battery was compose~ of 19 tests. In the 
correlational table these were arranced, af tar the Least 3o_uares 
method of Burt, in a..."l. orde:::- which was predisposed to an a priori 
grouping of tests involving possible similar factors. ~hus, 
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tests A. to F were the six parts of the Cattell Intelligence 
Test; H to..::r were the three literary tests, while K to r 
represented the tests of musical ability. Owing to the size of 
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t.he tabulated correlational data invo 1 ved it was deemed advisable 
to give each test an alphabetical connotation for economy of space. 
The letters used are repeated here:-

Letter 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 

Test Type of Test 

S~onyms \ Classification 
Opposites 
Analogies Intelligence 
Completion of Sentences 
Inferences 

G ommitted 

H 
I 
J 

K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
s 
T 

Reading Comprehension I 
Vocabulary Literary 
Poetical Appreciation 

Pitch Discrimination 
Absolute Pitch 
Interval Discrimination 
Consonance Discrimination 
Rhythm 
Time 
1iusical .i.:e:nory 
Retentivity 
Intensity Discrimination 
Emotional Sensitivity 

Given an initial table (Matrix R0 ) of the raw correlation 
coefficients-*, the procedure was to use Thurstone 1 s Centroid 
method for the extraction of the first factor involve-d in the data. 
This table (l) is reproduce~ below. In the table: 
D = t:..-i::. ~ ..,, ==.Sum of the individual columnar correlations with 

k:~t lK respect to sign. 
t _!. T total sum of correlations of the table. 
_,.- ~~ T• -

i ... "-'h-4 
1

" ]) - ~ Y~ factor load (saturation coefficient) 
E = *- - ~ of each test oll 1st. fe.ctor. 

£_/;" ~-::...Fi.. This is-.,. a check on the arithmetic of computing 
+- the saturation coefficients of the te-sts. 

K=E with respict to altPration of signs due to reflection of the 
individual tests. · 
The communalities, in view of the number of variables, are estimated 
as being equivalent to the larcest correlation coeffici'3nts in their 

-*all results were calculated to 4 decimal pl.?.ces and are 
given corrsct to 3 deci:nal places. 
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The Magnitude of Residual Coefficients 
. T~e theory underlying this 

criterion is, briefly:- ~ 
The rav1 corralations represent fallibl~ data and ara thus partly 
constituted of chance er~or elements. · '·~hen a11 the systematic 
tnaterial in the correlations ha3 been exhausted by ext~action 
of sufficient factors thGre will be residue a varying quantity 
composed solely o: error due to sallpling. Hence, when the analysis 
has reduced the correlational data to proportions e~tirely 
explicabls by chance, no further factors n2ed be ext:::-actcd. But 
tl1en we h::..ve t~e en:.;_uiry: ·.vhen can the resi1u'3 be consi:'lero:i as 
explained entirely by chance? There are t1-ro ansr1ers ~rovic~ed here: 

(i) .'Jt ·uhen the median resiC.ual coefficient is equal to or 
less than the probable error of the median ra~7 coefficient in the 
ori3inal correlational table multiplied by {t-!:.)"", ?Jhere 'n' is the 
number of tests, and 1 r 1 the number c:t' factors hithertoe 
extracted. i.e. ~-:= (l--k._)Y· E~ 

It is probable that this formula v1ill allo•:J the minimum auount of 
attenuation cf e~~or likely. 
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(ii) ~hen the median residual coefficient is equal to or less 
than the probable error of the median raw coeffici,3n t in the 
or i ·;in::.l correlational tC'l.ble multiplied by (t- ~"*"'4, .. )~ •rJhere, again, 
'n' is the number of tests, and 1 r' the number of factors 
hithertoe axtractec. i.e ....... -==- {I t.. +-, )..r r .o _ - ..- ...- . c-

'-- -. "'" 'II 
Such a formula pe~r!lits a maximum a<:lOLmt of attenuation of error. 

Both the above formulae agree in principle that the 
median residual coefficient should not be o:.: greater magnitude than 
the probable error of the median original correlation coefficient. 
In both cases the comparison is not '.'lith the probable error as such, 
but with the probable error dec:r"eased by an amount all0\7ins for the 
amount of error that it, so to speak, removed from each correlation 
coefficient by each factor extraction. The second formula (1-~"1-.t.._ )'". 
decreases E.::;r by a greater amount than the first, in that it 
assumes that more of the error incorporat8d in the co-variance is 
taken out with each factor extraction than is assumed by the first; 
hence it allOY>~S more of the correlation c:Jefficient to be tr-?ated 
as syste·matic material than does the first. 
For Thurstone's view of the matter see_Appendix 3. 

The Dispersion of Residual Co8ffi8ients. 
Criteria based on the 

dispersion of residual coefficients represent the theoretical appli
cation of various characteristics Of the normal curve to tae 
probler!! in hand. 

*Prof. H. A. Reyburn. f :.:r.J.G. Te.ylor. 



The argument here is: al thoush there se::ms no reason •,·1hy the 
distribution of fallible corr'3l::.tions should follo~·~ any k."l.o·m 
mathematical !aw, it may justifiably be supposed that the errors 
incorporated in the co-variance of the test correlations will be 
normally distributed. Hence, •:Jhen the systematic material in the 
correlation table is completely exhausted, there will remain 
residuals smaller in macnitude then the errors of the original 
correlation co-efficients (smaller, since each factor removes 
with its loading some of the error.) The distribution of these final 
residuals should be normal. 

The problem is thus one of normality of dispersion, and 
may conveniently be treated in two sections: 
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(i) Pearson~give~ the equations of different types of 
curves and he.3 developed criteria t?hic h enable a given di stri but ion 
to be defined as belonging to one of these types. The type of curve 
depends llpon the V3.1Ue of two constants, ,1'1, ~/(, derived froCJ. the 
2nd., 3rd., and 4th. moments about the r.1ean. The lst. moment about 
a ::;iven point is ~=-o where x:odeviations from a given point, -;'1hich 
is normally the •:Jorking origin corrected for arbitrariness. (i.e. M, ) 
The 2nd. mo::~ent about a given point is '!._!?&.. l ( ~ ) 

The 3rd. monent about a given point is - ~ ( - _ -4'- ) 
It is the 2nd. moment, therefore, 'llhich is used for calcu!. 

1 at in3 S. D. ( ~ ) • 

(a) Let us suppose, first of all, th~t we are dealing with 
half of a normal curve i.e. that the curve is folded be.cl-:: fron its 
centre. Corresponding points on the negative portion of the curve 
will then completely co inc ide with those on the positive portion. 
In such a normal curveAJ ~.,(MJ,..~ are found from deviations equally 
on either side of the mean; hence positive and negative values 
cancel each other out) 

~f is given by (~~(in such a normal curve this~ o ) 
{k..,_)3 

~L is given by .!5t-
l WL) 2. 

In the Gaussian or normal curve, folded ovsr, 

~' ~ 0 --..1_ /1 L ~ > 
I* the dispersion of the residual coefficients is such that A ;;f;. o 
andf~.-t>then we have a skew curve; the gievn distribution does not 
fit its theoretical distribution and it is therefore evident 
that something more than error is incorporated in the ::J.aterial 2nd, 
hence, a further factor should be extracted. Cn the othr;r hand, 
if it is evident that~~"" (J , and~ ... ,.\, that f?.ct Rlone could not 
certify that the systematic materialil exhausted; it would simply 
mean that a normal curve woulc c;ive the best fit to the data but 
this best fit may be a bad fit in compe.rison ·:~i th other kinds of curves. 

:tF -1-i 
Karl Pearson. 'Tables for Statiscians and Biometricians'. Part 1. 
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It would thus be necessary to. t~st the goodness of fit, as desribed 
belo•N. 

In actual practice/, would not be e-xactly zero, nor/a. exactly 
3; both these constants are- sub)ect to probable erro~s depending on 
the size of the population and"Jgiven by Tables 37 and 38 in Pearson 
Part 1. These values must be multiplied by .,7~r 
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(b) In the case where the curve is not f~ed over,/,l:o • The 
values of(l, andt~.must therefore be calculated from P._, u1 , and'<.,. as 
follows: L 

If V -:..~where x_ is the deviation from the mean, 
I ~ J 

11 - 4,.1' 'L -.J. Y. - £. JC 
L-~ \- .-s.. 

~~1. V-V~ y'l 
1.- t y 1._ 

.M. 3 _v -"\Y, 1...-t- '1. 

M'f -::.. ~ - 4 V, V3 1- ' Y, yt..-
Again, 4 _ (_£(

1
)1.. _ , ~ _ t(v 

/""'' - ("...J l - /-'L. - ("..) l. 
In all other respects, what applies to the folded curve applies to 
the entire curve. 

(ii) Pearson likewise gives tab1~" for the calculation of the 
Probability Integral and for the Test of Goodness of Fit, and these 
tables may be used to apply further characteristics of the normal 
curve to the solution of the present problem.· The arsument here, 
again, is simply that if the residual coefficients e.re due to 
chance error, their calculated distribution should tally ?Ji th a 
corresponding theoretical distribution. The method of tGsting 
such correspondence may be briefly outlined as follows:-

(a) The case where only a half of the given and half of 
the theoretic curves are compared: 
The residuals are strung out according to magnitude, irrespective 
of sign (since equally positive and negative values coincide when the 
curve is doubled) and the deviations of their claGs bounding ordinates 
e~pressed in terms of 3.~. as unit. Record the values of the 
probability integral corresponding to these S.D. deviation units, 
beginning with the value of the integral for deviation o. 
(The geometrical picture of the concept of the probability integral 
may be represented by the diagram facing this sheet. The successive 
values of the probability integrc-.1 recorc1 ed represent the shaded-in 

·-portion i.e. records the successive values of ::::: as i' varies. (This is 
the case of an entire curve, not folded)) 

Successive diffeTences between these values are found. These give the 
proportions of the area in each of the classes, ~hich must now be 
multiplied by 2n to give the theoretical frequency of each class. To 
test for the goodness of fit, find the difference between the "th0oretical 
Q!d observed frequencies •. Square the differences and divice by the 
theoretical frequencies. This gives a valuej(."- .P (goodness of fit) 
1z found :t'rom Pee.rson Table 12., by enterinc; the table in column 'n' (no. 

·-· ·-.--·- ·--~·- ------------------------llllliill· 
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YL 
of cells in distribution) and taking /'- as ar:;ument. 

(h) Jhere the en tir.e observe rj e.nd theoretic curves are com
pared the procedure is similar except for the tollo~:1ing points:-

Regard is paid to the sicn of ths resicual coefficients; 
hence zero is in the middle of the class distribution ~ith a 
resultinG great::;st fre;uency at the me an and a tapering of)f a~ I 
either end. At zero the probability intec;ral for f , .. , -';,:-·d-• >5 is taken. The differences in areas cut off are wultinlied bv n 
(not z.-..). The observed frequencies are clubbec. tor;e ther at the 
tails o•tJing to the limited number of cases. Ther.g:fore Table 12 
is enter-ed at colur.m 'n where n 1 is the n1.1mber of cells i:1 the 
distribution 'Hi th respect to the 'clubbing' tocether o:: the t::.ils 
of the curve. 

This some~:Jhat bn::;thy exposition of th~ arGllT.ents ll?On 
~·1hich these criteria are based is given because at some stace or 
other of the analysis all ·::ere employed, an~: bece.use, as a result 
of the present ·.vorlc, their theoretical siGnificance ·:1 ill be 
farth?.r C:iscussed by us. ..:,t each sta.e;e o:;:' the analysis one or more 
of these criteria were a~ployed to test for residllal systematic 
naterial. Only one Dorked-out example of each type of criterion 
·:;ill be Given; in all other cases the resctlts only, and not the 
working out of these criteria vJill be recorded. 
The resicual coefficients in Table 4 are sctrveyed and two criteria 
are enployed to jlldge whether the residue is syster:-12. tic material 
or not:-

(1) ~edia~ rtesidual Coefficisnt -- .048 • 
.i.iedien p.e. of original coetficients = .062. 
if the residue co-variance is exhausted of 

systematic material, then 
· ., ~ y J£,...,lL -::::- ( 1 -I:;.) '- ;c • o& 2. 

:::: (J--1,)\ "-'t1&2. 

::;:: (·'tsc.,~)1..)t·oGz.. 
~ · ort, 

Hence, according to this cri ter:!.0n the residue in the 
table can be satisfactorily explained by chance. 

(ii) Prepare a folded over curve of the dispersion of 
the residual coefficients and discover p (Table A) 

The fit here is excellent; again, it must be concluded 
that random erl'Ors of samplinG; suffice to explain the residue. nad 
the curve not been folded over the fit 'HOUle'. not have been so 
extremely hich, but never the less, it ':'Iould have qcti te high enoll;:sh 
for a similar conclctsion to be arriv~d at. 
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Nevertheless, in spite of this apparently strong evi:lence, it 
was decided to extract a third factor, i'1hictfould, it necessary, 
be rejected at will. The 3rd. factor loads are given by ro•.v K of 
Table 4 and are written dovm as colunm three in the Factorial 
matrix in Table 6. 

We are now left ~ith a table of 3rd.factor residuals. 
These are !.~iven in Table 5. 

To test for systematic ~aterial in this table a normal 
curve •!-las fitted ('!Ji thout folding) andrcalculated again. (Table B) 

The fit again is quite good enough, and hence the analysis 
of the battery of 19 tests we deemed complete. This result was 
cemfirmed by a test used here only and not described else·.vhere:-

E.y = .062. ~.~. ... 
Correcting this for maximum atten~tion we have 
E~ =- .044. -y 

Or the 171 correlations in the table, 72 are greater than 
.044 and 99 less than .044. Of these 5 correlations are gree.ter than 

J "·~-(·I'SL) 

Accorr'l.ing to the Table of the Probability Integral in ·.'.fhich the 
argunent is expressed in terms of the probable error, 4 correle.tions 
above 3 "·~- are to be expected by chance. The 5 obtained is 
deemed a close enouc;h approximation. Hence 3 factors sec?m to be 
sufficient •• .;.t this :point, the conclusion •.:ga::: that the co-variance 
of the en tire battery of tests could be adequately explained by 
3 factors. The factorial matrix thus derived is giv':ln in Table 6 

(ii) Psycholosical Consicerations 
The above result is, a priori, 

unsatisfactory. The make-up of the battery is so varied that en 
explanation of its complexity in terms of three factors does not 
seem likely. It was felt that more should be known about the 
con2titution of the factorial components before the aoove result 
was acc~pted as valid and final. It was proposed, therefore, to 
split up the battery into its obvious groups:-

(i) IntGlligence group 
( ii) i.Jus ic group. 

(iii) As there were only 3 literary tests, these could 
not be treated analytically:t by themselves, and hence the literary 
tests were combined ~ith the intelligence tests to form a third 
sub-battery. 

Each of these sub-batteries was independently treated to a 
factorial analysis. By this method it was hcped that if any fe.ctors 
had been 1 s·J/ampe-d 1 in the entire battery and rendered, so to speak, 
specific, they '''ould be b::ought to lic;ht in the smaller an.e.lyses. 

*Thurstone 'Vectors' p.77. 
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The music b::-.tter:r was the first to be analyzed. Tb.is 
c'Jnstit11ted a battery of 10 tests. The table of raw correlations 
is t;i ven in Table 7. There being only ten vari c.>.ble s, :mother 
r,1ethod of estL'latinB the co:nmunalities had to be devised. ?inally, 
Spearman's formula for this was adopted:-
~ -(

1
q:: -1,_; · Y1~ In this case, the prod11ct of the t·.vo 
.I -f._> 

52 

highest correl?.tions in the col!lt:m •:Jere divided by their inter
correlation. The theoretical j!lstification for this method of 
comp11t inc the comr:mnalities is o11tlined by Th11rstone ( ~- f-7. 'VE<ro~rs-'.) 
as follows:- If the test battery is so constr11cted that each 
post11lated ability is represented by several tests, it cen be expected 
that the 3 tests will be represented by test vectors '.'i'i th rele.tivrly 
small anB!llar separations. Hence, the 3 vectors can be represented 
approximately by their projections on a common centroid factor •••••• 1 

The form11la here may be ?Jritten as h1.: ~f<..,jt.. The commune.lities 
..,.I( c.. 

were calculated afres~ at each stage of the analysis. 
Ro•.'J K becomes the first colamn of the factorie.J "1e.trix in Table l.S. 
Tho residual coefficients are given in Table 8 •. One factor is th11s 
extracted. Does it, byitself acco11nt for the inter-correlations in 
the table? 

t:iedian 
cive s: 

(i) A comparison of the median residual coefficient and 
correla~ coefficient corrected for minimum attenuation 

.053 .052. 

(ii) Fitting h~df a cur'i0 to the data, l.'Je have P == .369. 

Both these criteria postulate the advisability of extracting 
a second factor. 
Row K in Table 8 represent~ the second factor loadings duly corrected 
for reflection, and are written down as the 2nd. column of the 

factorial matrix in Table 12. The residual coefficients are 
given in Table 10:; Do these two factors suf'f'icien tly 

i i 

I 
I ,, 

explain the correlations? . ·· 
(i} '( -=-·olY ; E~{f.ftol-i-c..:f.c.J. :f-.,., 11uO!'fvl'f ATTE"NIIItTt~Jtv )=-·u~l: •· ·olK•utfr.i ~·: 

According to this standard of' judgement, the systemat1c 
material has been exhausted. ~ A J 

(li) Test in"" to find whether the/ ( t-r ... constants of the equation I 
of' the normal curve are satisfied we have Table C. 

/ .,.;4,_ are not exactly 0 and 3 respectivelyr-- The error 
permitted in~ is 3.30(f'rom table of'AA , l:'earson) X 
.10055(S.D. from Table 5 , Pearson)= .330 • 

I 
I 
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The • 3569 obtained is reasonably close tc the theoretical • 330. 
Similarly the error forA_-::=. .996. 'Ihe observed deviation= .44J, 
which is within the permitted deviation • 

Altogether the position is doubtful_f,l"'"fi- may represent a 
normal curve. Is this a good curve? Applying the test of goodness 
of fit to an unfolded curve, we have P ::: .245. Manifestly, this 
criterion indicates a third factor. 

Here we have a d iler-.:ma. Dif.feren t criteria yield different 
solutions to the problem. It was event~ally decided to proceed 
with the extracti~n of a third factor. 

The table of 2nd fs.ctor residual coefficients is given in 
Table 10. -· Row K represents the third factor loads and be comes the 
3rd colu~n in the factorial matrix in ~able 12. The residual 
coefficients are given in Table 11. Applying tests for systematic 
residue to the table after the 3rd. factor extraction, we notice:-

(i) Comparing the median residual coefficient with the 
mediang:obable error corrected for maximum attenuation. 
.034 ~ .029. This indicates the existence of systematic 
residue. 

(ii) A similar comparison with ~-e. corrected for minimum 
attenuation yields: 
.034 :::= .040. The assertion here is that there is no systematic 

.material left. 

There being no conclusive mettod of deciding~the issue, it 
was decided to leave the analysis of the music battery as resulting 
in 3 factors only. It was hoped that as the analysis progressed 
there v10uld be thrown further light on the justifiableness of such 
a procedure. 

The factorial matrix thus derived is given in T~ble-12. 

The intelligence·. battery was the next to be treated to an 
analysis. This was composed of the 6 parts of the Cattell test, 

In view of the smallness in number of the variables, the 
cor.~nalities were again estimated by the Spearman formula. 

. The first factor loadings extracted from the intelligence 
battery are given by row K of Table 13, and are written down as 
column one of the factorial matrix in Tablei6. The residual 
coefficients are contained in Table 14. If the intelligence test 
is a pure test of intelligence there should be only this one general 
factor present in the battery. Is this the case?:-

(i) ~=--crt. ; Ey ~ ·o~r 
·•'1-r ~ i •tJ r' ~ (t- ~~) 

f_-t>. -u'ff' ~ .. ?- ·o ?o 

CbYiously, one factor is insufficient to account for the residue. 
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We have nov: the results of four distinet a.naL:ses 65 • 
of parts of the same battery, producing factorial matrices for 
the entire battery, the music battery, the inte~ligence and literary 
battery, and the intelligence battery. How far are the factors 
thus isolated vali~? lt has been shown that the criteria for 
determining the point at which tc· stop extrgcting factors are 
speculative and giving far from coincident verdicts. It might 
tcerefore be reasonably supposed that the 'core' of each analysis is 
vouched for but that the factors with lighter loads on the fringe 
of the analysis, as it were, are U."lcertain. Is there e.ny way in 
which we .can judge the validity of all the factors fron a fixed and 
decisive point of view, or are the factors vague entities relative 
to the specific batter~~ from v-rhich the:':· are 1 sola ted? 

Thurstone's answer to t~is question implies that factors 
extracted must have a certain degree of objectivity. The factors 
must be such that, in anc-ther context, the test in which they are 
manifested will reproduce very similar loads on the same factors. 
lie writes X: "one of the impo1•tant restrictions that ::ust be 
satisfied by any acceptable solution to the factor prQblem is tr..a t 
the fe.c torial description of a trait or test :must be ·-tnvariant 
when it is moved from one battery to another. No form of unique
ness can be scientifically meaningful which violates this principle~" 
Again we quote from the 'Vectors 1 : 'The factoria.l description of 
a trait must remain invariant whe£ the trait is moved from one . 
battery to another which involves~·sarne common factors or abilities.' 

From our point of view, there can be no doubt that the sub
battery does involve some of the same corr~on factors concerned in 
the eri tire battery. Such a procedure for the testing of fac toris.l 
validity. requires that the test in -1_uestion should be transported 
into a different battery and the analytic process gone through again. 
Such a met~od was impossible in the present case and so the matter 
seemed to ~est there. Fortunately, however, during a discussion 
of this point, Wftich the writer ~~d with a member of the staff of 
the department ~ he had suggested to him a solution to the problem 
which seemed not only neat and convenient but also decisive: If the 
factors explaining the tests in the entire batterywere objectively 
valid, then when the tests were treated independently in the sub
be. tter~es, surely they should yield a factorial ·co-"r''lposi tion similar 
to that of the tests in the entire battery? 

In place of the:bonventional procedure of com:r:a ring one battery 
with another, we here proposed to compare a battery v~th part of 
itself. The principle underlying this theory appeared sound and a 
technique was devised tc test for satisfaction of the theory in the 
present instance. If tr..e factorial make-tiP of certain tests in the 
entire battery is to be the same as its make-up in the sub-battery, 
then it ought to be possible, by means of an orthogonal transforma
tion, to convert the orthogonal reference frame of the one factorial 

•Vectors of Mind' 
.Mr. J. G. Taylor. 
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66. 

rr.atrix into the ortcogonal rererence rrame or the other. The 
issue, thererore, reduces to discovering the necessary trans
formation matrix. 

Since the entire-battery yielded three factors, we have, 
in matrix notation: 

" A ff . II L I( ~ ,, )( , 

where A represents the coerricients or the unknown directinn-cosines 
> L the required direction-cos~nes, and X the constants or the 

equations. This gives three eque_tions in three unknowns and hence 
the requisite direction-cosines can be round. 

In this manner tcere were worked out two transformation 

I, 
! ; 

I 
I 
I' 

i -
i' 

'' . ; 

' 
I 

matricr.es, one ror rotating the intelligence+literary te+st loads j_ 
in the entire battery into the loads or the intelligence 11 terary 1' 

1 tests in the sub-battery, and the other for a similar purpose with ! 1 

the music tests in the entire and sub-battery. Both these trans
formation matrices, if they are orthogonal,should ~-ve direction
cosines such that the sum or their squares should be equal to unity. 
'Ihis condi ti en was not fulfilled for either or the transrorma tion 
matrices thus obtained. Hence, it can be concluded that the analysis 
of the entire battery is not equivalent to that of its 2 parts. 
Before this equivalence was rinalky obtained it proved necessary 
to extract three more factors from the entire battery. As an 

!~~h1~t0!ii~eb:e;;~~ ~~~o~~~,!~~~=c~~o~1~~n5b~!~~o~b;:n~!r~Ythe 
analysis or the entire battery equivalent to the analysis of the 
intelligence+ literary battery. 

~ble. 21. 

Given the factorial matrices: 

F. 

A 

B. 

c. 
D. 

E. 

1!fa 

Entire Battery F. Intelligence+ 
I LI III IV V I II 

.518 .383 -.279 .197 -314 .647 -.228 

.492 .266 -.445 .248 .153 .357 .066 

.503 .384 .106 .O·iO .085 .636 .1:38 

.535 .351 .109 .201 -.175 .637 .31 '7 

.490 .411 .067 .022 -.171 .635 .031 

can write down the necessary e-·uations :-

Literary Battery. 
III 
.359 

.350 

.064 

-.231 

-.249 

( Let A,------- A, be the required direction-cosines of t:"le 
required transfor:natio:~. matrix.) 

i I 



A: 

B: 

J): 

E: 

The solution of these 5 simultan~ous linear equations 
will give tho 1st column of the transformation matrix. Hy 
substituting ·che 2nd. column at· ~actor loads of ·Gne intelligence+ 
.Li-cerary ractorial matrix in thej.place of the constants on 
the right hand of the above equations, the second collim:n of the 
transformation matrix may be derived. ~he third coltwm of the 
transformation matrix will be such as fulfills the condition 
that the st~n of the sGuares of the direction-cosines for each 
axis will be unity. -By this method the first two col1.1F'..J1S of the 
transformation matrix are seen to be: 

·rarv 

}.l.f ::: •crrp - ·3L' 

The sum of 
i.e. 

"..;.. -=- ·~ -or-7 
thelr cross products should be reasonably close to zero. 

•')1..t1t'·4rl-::::. ., .... ..,, 

.,,~ I< --~Ht.. -:: -., r; f')C 

._.., I( , _ __, ( =. ............ "OL/) 

• cnn:> ( -· JL, ;: 
• ...,.., ~ •o I) --

This gives a sufficiently close approximation. 
It should be noted that the direction-cosines here calculated 

are not the real direction-cosines but cosines in proportion to the 
real ones. Hence, although the first condition of orthogonality of 
the transformation matrix is satisfied, it cannot be expected that 
the second (sum of squares 1) should be directly satisfied. It is 
necessary to normalize the cosiness obtained in this found before 

- this latter condition can be satisfied. If the two axes implied 
in the direction cosiness are to form part of an athogonal frame 
they must be mutually perpendicular. J:Tormalizing the cosiness v1e 
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the ane;le between the axes ~ <;n . o 1?' 

'l'his is very close to 90°. Perfect normality ,·.rill be obtained only 
when rnr factors are extracted - a futile position. 

Hence we see that the analysis of the entire battery is 
equivalent to the analysis of the sub-battery; the factors extracted 
in either case have an objective reality, The theoretic iBJ!lications 
of the this metlwd rmuld seen to be of some significance. '.!here 
the routine testing of factors is to ~lace the tests concerned in 
another battery, we can point out that the splittinR up of a battery 
urovides an elternntive and Jr.>;"r :::-.10::..,,-~ con,rc:m:Le:.1t 2otllod of ·costing for 
ille validity of the factors. .At the same tirle, a check u:9on the number 
of factors that may justifiably 1;e extracted from the table is 
indicated. In view of the speculative and unsatisfaot6ry nature of 
the criteria for determining the existence of systematic residue 
such a checlc is doubly of value. From the psychological point nf 
vievr it would ap:9ear of more use than any of the more mathematical 
devices. 

The three tables from ·which the 4t~l., 5th., and 6th. factors 
are calculated are Table 5, Table 22, and ~able 23. 

In the case of havinG to find the transformation matrix of 
a factorial matrix of 6 diamensions, the aritmnetical labour involved 
in calculating d-cosines is :t;Jrohibitive and can hardly be reckoned in 
mere hours. 'I'he shortest method for solving ifror 6 unknowns appears 
to be the method of calculating the inverse or reciprocal of the 
given matrix of coefficients. 

("«. ·'"f "A-, . If l_f( = ff J< /1 -1 _, . 

then the required Ill... II .::: ~{ n A II- II X/I 
If we can calculate the cells of the matrix which is the 

inverse of the matrix of the coefficients of the unknovms, the 
problem is solved. Two methods of achieving this solution are 
generally used: 

if'1 
VIi th 

• 

(i)x Calculate the adjoint of A. 
eleraents J·. _ f.-i= 

'I -
I A- f 

x ·.i.'lmrstone. Vectors p. 25 

~his gives the inverse 

ll 
-.t 
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~ 
(11) If Ruis the given matrix , then by Aitken r s 1fethod 

of Pivotal ·condensation, )~ can be found, such that 

RH. R;~ ~ [! i J -
If there is any impression that the extraction of 

six factors from the entire battery seems overmuch it wilL 
:perhaps be corrected by reference to the original correl
ation coefficients in Table 1. It will be noticed that 
the correlations between the music tests and either the 
intelligence or literary tests is small. The median cor
relation here is only~~slightly above zero. From Pearson 
Table 5 it can be shown that for 113 cases, as we have 
here, a zero correlation has a :probable error of .063. 
Among the correlations concerned roughly half the corr
elations are less than .063. This makes it reasonable to 
suppose that the three factors involved in the music 
battery are independent of the three factors in~lved in 
the intelligence and literary tests. Hence an analysis 
yielding six factors in the entire battery is not ~xpected. 

~ Thomson. (34) p. 190. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

The analysis of the entire battery yields si:c Factors. 
Each of the two main sub-batteries is explained by 3 Factors. 
Inspection of the entire correlational matrix shows a ~ractically 
zero correlc1·cion betrTeen the music tests, on the one hal1d, and the 
intelligence and literary tests on the other. This lack J~ signit1-
cant correlatj.on betv1een the tw·o sub-batteries tends to shou that the ) . 
3 factors in the music battery are probably distinct frofl the 3 factors ' 
in the intelligence and literary battery. It might therefore be 
deduced th2t the 6 factors in the en"cL~e battery comprise no more or 
less than the two lots of 3 factors of each of its half-batteries. 

factors 
decided 
battery 
meaning 

This assumption as to the general nature of the six 
in the entire battery appears reasonable, and so it was 
to examine the t'NO crm!.l)S of :::; factors produced by each sub
before deciding upon the necessity of attempting to give 
to the 6 factors of the entire battery. 

The first group of factors to be exacuined v·ras that in 
the coi!lbined intelligence 2tnd literary battery. As a preli..'11inary to 
this exru11ination it was thought of use to examine the 3 factors of the 
intelligence battery alone. It might be that the 3 factors of the 
combined intelli~~ence and literary battery were ec:_uiv-alent to the 2 
factors of the intelligence battery and a third factor introduced by 
some additional element in the 3 lite~ary tests. 

':'he important result emerging from the an<'lysis of the 
Cattell Intelligence Test was the establishing of a definite second 
factor essential for success at the test. The test vvas devised as a 
pure measure of 'g'. According to the present evidence, the test 
fails to achieve this ~urity of measure of 'g'. The loads of each 
of the variables p.re treated as co-ordinates and a bi-di..'11ensional graph 
is plotted of their locetion in the co-ordinate field. The graph 
obtained is shovm in Fig. I. 

if' 
~. · .. ·1 I'' •I 

il 
I. 

I
I, 
I' ,. 

il 

I 

I 

It
0
will be noticed that all the noints nlotted f'all with

in an angle of 76 , hence vvhatever interpretation is glven to the 
factors, tl1e existence of 8 :2:·. :c .. ~- factor is indisputable. This means 1 
that there is 1<± 0 latitude for the S\'linging of the co-ordin2te frame~ 
The problem of hovr far to rotate the axis de~ends upon the validity of 
the hypothesis of the moment. 

Various hypotheses were tried out and found wanting in 
some important respect. For example, if we as:011I'le 2 general factors i.e 
that as the tests are all concerned -Nith words, .each test may depend 
both upon 1 g 1 and a verbal factor for its covariance. In that case 
the axis can only be rotated less than 14° ~ast B or D. If vve rotate 
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i.e. with test D having a negligible load on 

either 'g' or 'verbal' factor. 
Similarly with y.lt Here tests 

I f .. ( 
· .. ," f. 

~I) 
). & B have necligible loads on either 'g' OI' verbal factor. By 
rotating the axis about 7° as a compromise between the above 2 
:?O~i tion{, 

8
tho ;;roblem is still i:1solv8<L In such a :plot, 

\ "· • ,fl. if axis I is 1 G; 1 t.hen tests ;) .-=::? (both 
'4 tests of' logical relationships) must be 

/ ( taken to indicate general intelligence 

/
. ~.- L to a far less degree than test A 

...._ f · ( s;:,rnonyms). ?his is a hir;hly unlEcely 
-........,, '·' sta":e of e.f::.'ai~:s. If, on the other .i.1a.nd, 
-~ Y a::is II is 'g', then tests ED:..~"- have 

-~ .1[ e.lmost zero loa.ds on intelliGence - ag2in, 
very improbable. f 

The hy:;>othesis finally adopt8d was that success in the 
intelligence tests \"las dependent :partly on 1 ,::; 1 , but also q_uite 
substantially on a factor of ~.~e:·-:::i.s":e:·t;p-. 

-:::'he graph indicating the factor loads on 1 g 1 and persistence is giYen 
in Fig 2, and was obtained by the following reasoning process: 

By passing an axis through point D it is clear: 

(i) That all the loads are positive. In point of fact there is no 
reason to l~l'UP:POSe that an~r of the tests conta1:n ner;e ti 7e lo<'.c'!.s on 
any ~actor likely to be con~ained in these tests. 

(ii) that all the tests h8Y8 su':lst2ntie.l loA.ds on this c::;:is. 
legi tir::la te therefore to conclude tj13t this factor is 1 g t. 

(iii) the.t if e~'n~her axis is drmm a.t :e-ight angles to t~1e first 

It seems 

one 'He have a factor w~:ich is noi: · represented in t·he co-variance of 
test B, hardly re:;>resented in A, and mostly represented in D. A ~ B 
··:ere the first -'vno tests of the~ntGllir~encG battery ,3.nd D •:ras -:;he 
last to be given 3.n the first session or experiraental period. This 
points strongly to the influence of a factor of 'persistence'. 
The detailed results are given in Table 25. 

The centroid loads are ::)ost-:multi:plied by an orthogonal transforri1a-

Jl. 
i' 

i- I 
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tion to give the final factorial matrix. 
As the test period progressed subjects with greater persistence 

would tend to maintain their interest and energy in the test situation, 
while others would lose interest and give a poorer quality of response, 
deteriorating as a direct function of the length of time of the testing 
situation. Had all 6 parts of the battery been completed at one sitting,' 
tests E & F would probably have had even hi~her loads than D on persis- ~ 
tence. .:\.s it ·was, tests ~!: l!~ F 1Nere done at a second 1)eriod, when 
interest in t~1e tests for all subjects viaS partly reawakened; even here, 
tests 2 ,".:,~ F have not t}Ie attraction of novelty en.joyed by A & B. Hence 
we might expect tests }~ 8s F to have moderate loads on persistence. 

It ~ould aDpear, then, 
Scale III, depends upon the 
appreciable extent upon his 
maintain interest in a test 

that success at t~e Cattell I~telligence 
individual's innate 1 g 1 , but also to an 
powers of persistence, i.e. his abil·ity 
situation for :my length of t:L.u.e. 

'?<1e I.····. as civen t;r this test, would ap~)e8.::' to be (lepr:mclent to some. 
extent u:pon whether the test was given at one sitting or not. More 
persistent :people rate relatively higher on the test than non-persistent 
subjects, when the testing period is long enough for the latter subjects 
to begin to experience vmning interest in the test and put forth concen
·~ration :~rog:cessi vely 1'.-;llilV; off froH "vhe o:pt:i.I1al co;.1di tions. 'I' he 
inference here seems to be either that the Cattell Intelligence test is 

I 

L I 

t 1 +' _,_ • 1 ' ld ' l • .._ d ' ' _,_ 0 ~ ~1 -<.f P t · 00 ong, or unav l,~ Sl10U oe Sy. lv u:J aD.t i·lven lll, say, vWOvo.l :ceren, 
e:{-~Jer:ill.el1·cr}l ~~~e:t=:..ocl3. ·~ ..!..: ::s::n.L"_~t=>; -.:;~!r:_, i;;: 2.:_11d ~:JeT~3lste;:nce (.Lee 
satis·0ically inde]~ndent, as in the grayh, and so the measure of 'g' 
should not be influenc~d by the effect of )ersistence. 

I~ J 
I , 

" 
"I!: 

Tho rotation of tl1e t\'JO a:ws of the intell:Lscnce battery shoYred J~ j> 
the two :ractOl'S 1 g' anrl. 1 ~~e:rsistence 1

• ~~~l.o.t is the effect of anal~rzinc 1 I 
a battery cou9osed of the same 6 intelligence tests, ~ith the addition IL .. ~~·~·.; 
of the 3 literary tests? The centroid ~nalysis gave clear evidence 
of 3 factors in this combinnd bnttery. It vras t::our;ht ~JossiiJle 
ti1at of these 3 factors t·:ro vrere 1 g 1 and 1 :yers i stence 1 

, with a third ~·- ji
1 factor, yet to be identified, bcought in by the literary tests. 'Je have · " 

ti'L'.S 3 axes. It 1..-.r;•s ~::.ss1J.::C~ed t~1:~t t•:m fc:~ctors ''re:;:·e similal' to t.t:'e tvro 
in the intelligence bat~ery; therefore the first f0ctor loads uere so 
e~t:racted as to be identical with the lst factor loads of the intelli-
gence battery. The method employed was to pair off the 6 intelligence 
test loads in the combined intelligence and literm:-:~ battery according 
to S·i:milari t3r o:r 9osi tion on tl1e [;ra:yh, average their co-orclina tes and 
equate them to cons<~ants rel)resonted by their loads on the 1st fp_ctor 
in the analysis of the i1'-telligence i)at~~ery. '.'i1e relevant I'i:S"LE'es 2re 
given beJ.ow. 

~ot~ted analysis of Intelligence Battery. 

I ( r 8 r ) II ( 1 ?ersistence'~ 
• 025t I 
.ooos- .775 

.J.. • 776 ~ 
B .775 

:~~gf .386 
c i"8! 
D :~34 

:4~~ 1 . 331 
'7C!I"7! .,;, • • J() { 

F .395 

I 

II 
.013 
.583 

I 
II 

III 
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1: 
Centroid analysis of Intelligence plus Literary Battery 

(.Averaged) !i 

I II II 

~~ .502 -.081 .355 

gJ .636 • 252 -.084 

:J .516 .141 -.113 

Equating the I, II, III of this analysis 
of previous analysis respectively:-

• ft,o z.. ~, - • or« ~ L + -3 n- ~ 3 -

. ._ 3, ~, ~ . 1..-n.. ~t. - • o r<f ~3 -= 

·&.cG. l, +- . IV-t A .. -- tn ~~ 
from which, 

~~ ~ ·11-'1 

~L -:::. - • J_ 4J ~ 
~} ~ . fttt 

I 

II 

III 

to the I, II and III 

T 
-,; -

These direction-co•sines are not the true d-cosines of 
this 1st axis, but are proportional to the true ones. Therefore, 
the true d-cosines may be derived by normalizing the above 
co-ordinates. These are : 

~. ~ ·''fltJ 
.\.._ -= - . 'l.... n-r 
).."\ -::. • , "l. l...j 

Pre-multiplying this colu..-rnn of the transformation rna trix by 
the centroid matrix we have first factor loads of the tests in the 
combined battery equivalent to the loads on the 1st factor in the 
amalysis of the intelligence battery. 

The remaining two columns of the transformation matrix may 
be rapidly and conveniently computed by a method devised in this 
department~l The principle of this method may be illustrated by 
an artificial illustration:-

1. Mr. J.G.Taylor. 

i,: .,. 
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The product of 2 orthgonal matrices is itself an orthogonal 
matrix, i.e. 

'-, 
..... -

II : f -t II 112 
From which follows, 

f'J }l ~A, 
~, ~ ~1. 

~ 7 -:.. ~} 

11-, 

1<- L +- I l { t l f-J,_ t} ~ ( 
<£ 1\.1- /( L _( ~ l +--[., '-) -:. I 
• -1< 1 ~~ t..,._ J f-i, '""7 ::. 0 

0t-~ L 
. ' 

~L 

r 

-j/ 

1-. ... }\3 
Hence, by-su~tuting the obtained values of ( ') Jl. }Y- t\3 

in the 1st column of L 3 , it is possible to calculate the remaining 
columns by using the eq_uations given above. Eadm. set of direction
cosines thus obtained must;of course, be normalized as usual. 

The transformation matrix thus derived is: 

II 
.13413 

-12585 
.7225 

-.2820 
-.3273 

.9147 
_ ~9317 11 
-.3632 

This transfdmation gives the loads on the remaining 2 factors. 

Plotting the variables graphically and taking the axes in . I 
pairs, we have first of all Fig. 3 obtained by plotting axis I against · 
axis II. 

This plot appears to indicate a 'g' factor and a verbal factor 
quite reasonably, except that test F has rather a higher load on 
the verbal factor than one might expect. 
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But, plotting axis I against axis III gives a graph which 
appears to lack psychological meaning. This is Fig. 4. 

No sui table rotation could be determined for t~'lis plot. 
Fi~ally, plotti~g axis II ag~inst axis III (as in Fig. 5) 

we again encounter a situation difficult to explain. Axis II might 
be a somewhat poor fit to the theory of a persistence factor, 'but 
the loads on axis III is quite unintelligible if that axis is any 
s crt of factor connected •.vi th verbal usage. Tests A and B can 
hardly be opposed to H, I and J, since both, and especially A, are 
intrinsically verbal. The attempt to graph the variable points in 
two dimensions by taking the axes b1o a time was therefo!'e abandoned. 
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! II The next a tep was to locate the termini of the test 'Tee t.Jrs ·1 
in a tri-dimensional space"'- and to view the dispersion of the test !l i 
vector termini directly • .t.he most convenient appro9.ch to the if· 
oroblem is the plo;:;tin9.: of the test vector ter:nini o:ti: the surface of i' 

~sphere. 'lhe centroid loads, as they stand, have communality :j~J 
vectors of aifferent len~ths and hence buried at different depths 
in the sphere. To bringothese vector endings to the surface .of :I/ 
the sphere where their dispersion may be noted it is necessary to ;.! 
extend the vectors by different amounts. This is done by norma.liz- 'Iii 
ing the co-ordina tea of each test in the centroid rna trix. For example 1, 

Test A i~ the cen~roid ~atrix; r~s fnct~~ :cads of .547 
-.228, .359; its communality is .599474; hence, the length of the 
vector is ~599474 which is .77426. The reciprocal of .77426 
is 1.29156. Multiply.ing ·each of .647, -.228, .359 by .29156 we 
have the no~alized co-ordinatez ~or test A 6f (.836, -.294, 1464) 
which defines a point on the surface of the sphere. In this way 
all the other vectors are augmented to unit length. 

'Ih.e augmented loads thus obtained are gi van in Table o<. • 

The plot of tLese points is given ln Fig. 5. 

Th.e parts of -:::::e -4 q'..:adrants intc -.vhich all the po~:1cs fel.l 
are positive f'or the X axis and either positbre or negative f'or the 
Y and Z axes. The direc~ons a~e: 
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It is seen that ~me sort of simple structure prevails in 
the plot. The hypothesis finally tested satisfactorily was 
obtained by minimizing the loads of tests F and D on one factor, 
and A on another. The axis to which the plane DF is normal is 
taken to represent a verbal factor; ,that to which the plane con
taining A'is normal, a persistence factor; the 3rd factor is g. 

The method of finding the direction cosines of the orthogonal 
co-ordinate frame contained in the plot is as follows: 

The axis of the Verbal 
Lines D and 

required axis : 

I!' actor. 
F both lie in the plane -1_ ~ 

D: ·(..1/ ~ +- · lt1 ~ - ·L"}f ~l 
( l. 

=..0 

F: ·rttr A, + · Lr-t ~ l. +- · oL ~- ~3 ..... 0 

Hence'· 

~ '-+J: t..+ ~ "t. 
I 1..- ~ 

~. -:::.. · Jr' 7 

~ ::. -·<)orJ 

~) -:.--{140 

' 

The axis of the Persistence Factor. 

factor axis 

A : 
A-: 

Substituting 

Again, since ~ and the terminus of the verbal 
just found line in the plane _J_ required axis -

~~ ~ ', .f.. ~,.) ~ +- )~ ) ; ~ 0 

., ,, ~,'- · 1..1-rA ~-f-. JN ~. \:::. o 
( ~: ) "L +- ( ~ ~ } 1..+ {_ ~ ; ) l. -::.. 0 
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The axis of the General Factor. 
Both the end of the persistence factor axis and that 

of the verbal factor axis lie in the plane normal to the general 
factor axis, hence:-

~, x; + ) Lr~ + ~ } ~ (~ ~ 0 

A, ~ ., ' , ~ ,, A ' ' ., -: o 
l ,+-l't. ._i- ~(1~ 

c~:'Jt-+( A~)L+ c ~~)l.. =-, 
From which, ' 

~ ,, 
f 

N' t. 

~·· 

~ ·l'fL( 

::.... . 112-t 

-.... 
l Multiplying tne centroid loads by this 3 columned transformation 

matriX we have the following final loads for the tests in the 
combined literary and intelligence test battery: (T-able~ ) . 

It will be observed that the test communalities of this 
factorial matrix are identical with those of the centroid matrix. 
This equivalence is a check upon the orthogonality of the trans
formation. 

We have therefore substantiated our initial hypothesis, viz: 
that t1-,e 9 test battery can be explai:::1ed by the same 2 factors 
as explained the co-variance of the 9 tests>with the addition 
of a further factor introduced by the 3 literary tests, i.e. a 
verba 1 factor. 

At this point it seems in place to discuss the factorial 
make-up of each of the 3 literary tests. Their loads on the 3 
factors are repeated here: 

I (g) I II(Persisfrrr (verbal) 
tence) 

Reading Com- H .256 .367 .503 
prehensi:>n 
Vocabulary I .450 .,407 .529 . -· · ... ~ 

Poetical .r .368 .430 .451 

Avera.;ging the -saturation coefficients we notice that the 
l~ds of literary ability as a whole on the several factors are:-

I 
.358 

II 
.401 

III 
.494 

The inference to be drawn from this result is that in con
structin~ prognosis tests for literary ability regard should be paid 
to: 

'• ,, ,, 
d 
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(i) testing tho candidates familiarity with verbal usage, 
as, for example, in understanding the meaning of the matter 
read, having an extensive vocabulary and the desire to 
widen its scope, and an appreciation of the rhythtm and 
nuances of poetry. 

(i1) estimating the amount of general :P,,ersistence or persever
ance possessed by the candidate. 1he study of literature 
calls for a high degree of this quality; the reading of a 
novel or a play, for example, is very apt to become an 
interminable task unlFJss the reader's perse•rerance is such 
as to allow of no falling off of·· concentra tlon from 
beginning to end of the operation; 

(iii)showing that the candidate has a: le~l3': a reasonable general 
in ~elligence. 'Ihe correlations be t1veen the literary tests 
and the general intelligence tests, ranging from .264 
to .564, are amongst the highest in the entire battery; 
hence, ceteris paribus, the greater the general intelli
gence the more promising the literary ability. 

Such a conclusion seems quite in order when it is remembered that 
a vocabulary test has long been considered a good test of general 
intelligence. In fact, were it necessary to decide wit~in the space 
of a single interview the amount of literary ability possessed by a 
candidate, probably the best method of doing so would be to use a 
lengthy intelligence test like the Cattell test. This would, of 
course, give his I.Q.; it would also show his persistence quite 
decisively; finally, it would yield quite a fair index to his fami
liarity with verbal usage. 

All in all, our conclusions about the nature of intelligence 
and literary ability are rather in;·conflict with those of Carrol 
and Eurlich (p. 9) Yho found low correlations between inte~ligence 
and art appreciation. Vfuat they meant by 1art appreciation' is some
t~J.ing wider than the literary aspect of it; but as far as the literary 
side of art appreciation is concerned, we definitely find a high 
correlation between literary appreciation and general intelligence. 

When we conrrnenced analyzing the combined literary an¢'intelligence 
battery we had a preconceived theory as to the nature of at least one 
or perhaps two, of the three factors. Turni~g now to a consideration 
of the music battery we find that our approach was not the same as in 
the previous battery. There was no obvious factor to be looked for or 
any immediate clues as to any factor. Even the ubiquitous 'g) could 
offer.no help. A glance at the correlation table or the entire battery 
('Table I) shows that of the 60 int er-correla tiona between the music 
and intelligence tests, only 17 coefficients were as high as .1; the 
average correlation being about .os. There could, therefol~ell be no 
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t general intelligence fa~or present in the covariance of the music 
battery. Similarly, the correlation between the music tests and 
the literary tests is so low that no literary factor can be assumed 
b account for any apprec·iable portion of the co-variance of the 
music battery. 

The operation of defining the 3 factors in the music battery 
began with obtaining a perspective of the vector termini on the 
surface of a sphere. Accordingly the co-ordinates of the centroid 
matrix were normalized and a factorial matrix of the augmented 
loads obtained. 'Ihis is shown in Table 26. 

The variable points are plotted on the sphere, as in Fig.7. 
here again, a species of simple structure appears indicated. Teat 
S is rather an anomaly. Its communality in the music battery is 
almost negligible (.047); hence, although in the plot it appears 
to lie without the spherical triangle showing the simple structu.re, 
in reality its vector is so short as to bring it close to the 
~entroid of the sphere. From the point of view of locating the 
axes of reference for the required factorial matrix the point S 
may be neglected for the time being. 

1he position for the spherical triangle in Fig. 7 was, 
after a good deal of experimentation, determined in this wise: 

Test N (consonance) seemed most likely to be dependent upon 
t~e physiological mechanism of the ear and hence least subject to 
training influence. 1he axis normal to the plane passing through N 
was therefore taken to represent a tral.:1ing factor. A second axis, 
memory, was passed through K (pitch discrimination) as being the 
test least likely to be dependent upon memory for success at its 
operation. 

The third factor plane was observed to pass through T. 
The axis normal to this plane seemed to be a sort of 11 ~es '::al:; 1 

factor, the ability to perceive images, whether itsnature be 
visual, auditory or kinaesthetic. 

'Ihe transformation matrix necessary to obtain these rota ted 
loads was worked out in the usual method:-

Prom Point N and the end poi:1ts of the spherical tria~gle 
..,.:e have:-

. 'l1 '1 J, +- . 0 H .f- A L -

·nl'1'),-f..·flfJ~L -1-

~i + ).._ \._ +- Jl t. 

·C,~t;1 A1 =:-o 

_,c~r A, _ O 

' 

- l 
•\ 
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Since the second plane passes through 'T' and the extremity 
of the plane through N, we have 3 further e~uations, giving: 

~( , .5946 

~ .2348 

~/ - .769U -
Finally, the third plane passes through the extrernit:tes of the 

triangular sides of both the previous planes, resulting in; 

~If .5111 
( 

~ ., - .8487 
~ 

~,, .1359 
} 

Postmultiplying the centroid matrix by this transformation 
matrix we obtain the loads in Table 27. 

That the centroid and the rotated analyses are equivalent is 
evident from the completeness of agreement as to corrmunali ties. 

Unfortunately this rotated factorial matrix shows up several 
incompatibilities of loads vn~ich were partly obscured in the 
spherical frame owf.ng to the augmentation of the co-ordinates to 
unit length. The position of a test variable point on the surface 
of a sphere :must always be modified by a consiC.era tion of the 
communality of a test. To illustrate some of the above incom
patibilities:-

(1) Test K (pitch discrin.) shows a heavy load on the training 
factor. All the current evidence ( v .page 5) is against 
such a conclusion. · 

(ii) Test 0 (rhythfm) has a neglieible load on the gestalt factor, 
while P (time) ~~s a very high load on the same factor. The first 
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is far too low, and the second too high. Perception of rhythym . 
obviously involve~ a marked gestalt, since judgments of motor effects.· 
must depend on a gesta.lt of a standard motor effect, probably 
largely kinaesthetic in nature. 

We are confronted then.with·an analysis which appears to 
satisfy various psychological considerations in the main, but which 
is contradicted by the 1per,rerse 1 saturation coefficients of some 
of the tests. The position here adopted appeared to be the best 
possible position for the spherical triangle on the sphere. Is 
one justified in leaving the matter here, Before answering this 
query in the affirmative it was decided to try one more method. 
Perhaps, it was argued, the lengthening of the test vectors to unit 

length/ 
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length had rather distorted the true factorial picture. 
Recourse was had again to the spherical plot. Test K 

(pitch discrim.) seemed as simple a test as any. ~Vhat if some such 
pitch factor were the sine qua non of musical ability? One can 
scarcely imagine any musical ability where insensitivity--to-=
pitch would not lower the quali t~;- :;f successful performance at that 
abilit;;. It se'ems at least feasible to postulate the existence 
of a general factor of the nature of pitch sensitivity. 

An axis was therefore passed tr~ough K, the assumption being 
that the covar:.e.nce of test K was entirely explained as being due 
to t~~s general factor, with zero loads on both the other axes. 
The direction cosines of this first axis prove to be 

~( -:. • 815'? 
\ - .5117 
l't.. -
~-:: .2695 

By means of the arbitrary transformation matrix described 
previously it is possible to find the 2nd and 3rd columns of the 
transformation matrix. Converting the centroid loads to the new 
loads determined by the axis through test K, we have Table 28. 

In the rotated factorial matrix the loads on factor I (pitch 
factor) all lie in the 1st co-ordinate plane·and are tl~erofore 
determined. The test vectors may now be rotated in two dimensions 
(their radial position in the 3rd dimension being fixed). Plotting 
axis 2 against axis 3 we have Fig. s. 

The interpretation of this plot offered difficulty for a long 
time. It was obvious that axis II represented a memory factor, 
the two highest factor loads being those of the memory tests. But 
the 3rd factor had to be such as distinguished between what 
appeared at first sight to be pairs of tests of a similar nature, 
viz., Tests 0 (rhythm) and P (time), and R (Retentivity) and~ 
(musical memory). It seemed definite tbat no cognitive factor could 
thus separate success at the above pairs of tests. A solution was 
finally found in the functions of the factor 'perseveration' i.e. 
the tendency for mental processes to have a certain lag or inertia 
and in this meaning to perseverate. Spearman P~S shown that per
severation is independent of 'g';we r~ve shown here that nusical 
ability is independent of 'g'; hence there appears no objection 
to assuming that perseveration is associated with musical ability. 

Perseveration here is opposed to memory although both processes 
are concerned with the retaining of sensations in consciousness. 
Perseveration may be regarded as showing the more or less momentary 
physiological and reflex after-effect of an is ole. ted s timule tion 
of the periphery. Memory, however, is concerned not with the 
immediate after-effects of single impressions but with a conscious 
endeavour, centrally aroused, to retain in consciousness over as 
long a period as possible, a group or succession of stimuli in the 
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form of a gestalt. Thus, the difference in factorial make-up between 
tests apparently as alike as 0 and P, and Rand Q, is more understand
able, if we argue somewhat in this strain. 

In test 0 (rhythm) a good deal ,of successful r:e rformance depends 
on the conscious effort to discern the pulse or beat of the music 
wr~ch is 1~manent in the music but not obvious. In test P (time) the 
subject will te~n to hear the phrase played, and will be able, on 
account of its shortness, to retain it in memory with little conscious 
effect, the perseverating effect of the stimulus being sufficient 
for the purposes of symbolization. 

Again, test R {Retentiv~ty) was con:plex, thG s1.:bject being required 
to memorize tr~ee different sets of stimuli presented in close succes -
sion. Here the perse;verating effect of each stimulus, in turn, would 
be obliterated by thefeffect cf the one succeeding, and, consequently, 
success at this test requires a maximum of conscious effort at 
memorizing. 

Test Q (musical memory) was the discriminating between a musical 
phrase as 1 t stood and a slightly dis tor ted version of it. A fair 
a~oUfit of success at this operation obviously depended on conscious 
memorizing; but, in addition, the stimulus was a single short phrase, 
and hence perseveration might be expected to play an important ~art 
in such discrimination, as, for example, when a subject would 'feel' 
tr2t the phrase played was not identical with the correct phrase, but 
is no i:: certain in what respect it di.f'fers. Tr4e after-ef!ec t left in 
the periphery is different, although the subject did not consciously 
distinguish in what respects it was different. 

The transformation matrix for the two-dirr.ensional rotation was 
thus calculated and the final leeds of the 2nd and 3rd factors on the 
tests co:mpu.ta ted. The process is given in Table 29. 

The correlational or trait configuration of the music battery 
~~s thus been analyzed in terms of its orthogonal reference vectors. 

It is necessary now to turn tc a ccnsidera tion of the comple:d t;r 
of each test, i.e. a more precise factorial description of the refer
ence vectors that are involved in the linear description of the trait. 

ritch Discrinination {Tes~ K). 
'Ihe covariance of this trait is a ttribu ta.ble entirely to a pitch 

sensitivity factor. The evidence here is t~~t this is an innate 
quality and may be equally developed among music and non-:rrr.isic student$ 

Vle agree with Smith, (p. 5 ) in saying that pitch discrimination 
gives a meager response tc training; with Seashore (p. 5), that the 
phys~olcgical limit for the sense of pitch does not vary significantly 
with intelligence, the inter-correlation we found being .06 (p.e •• 06). 
Finally, our postul~.te that pitCh sensitivity is a general musical 
factor finds strong corroboration in the view of Seashore (P. 5) who 
states that since pitch is the fundamental character of a tone, and 
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character of a tone, and pitch discrimination is a measure of the 
capacity of this sense, it ordinarily may be regarded as the most 
basic measure of musical capacity that we have. 

Aosclt:te r'i td1 ( rr'e.st L). 
Accordingto the present anal;:rsis the conventional view 

that this trait is complex is fully substantiated. Its communality 
is only .131, i~dicating ttat rr.any more factors tr~n are present 
in the battery will be required to give a factcrial description 
of its nature. It has positive, but low, loads on the three 
reference traits; its inter-correlations in the battery are mostly 
very low, the exceptions being a slight correlation wi tr~ interval 
discrimination and a significant correl~tion with retentivity 
( ; ~ .262 with a load of .173 on the memory factort and memory 
( -v ::. .250 vd. th a load of .267 on persevera tion). Since abso-
lute pitch is the memory for isolated tones, these latter correla
tions are not unexpected. 

We agree, therefore: with K8hler (p. 5) that it does not 
arise exclusively from the sense of pitch; with Gough (p. 5) 
that it can be produced by training, just as ordinary memory can 
be trained. We cannot, however, substantiate Revecz r ( p. 5 ) 
contention that it indicates unusual musicality, as success at this 
operation was by no means found to be predominant amon~ music 
:students. 

Interval discrimination. 
Like pitch discrimination, this trait is almost entirely 

explained by the general pitch factor. 'The correlation with C.is
cri!rina tion of pitch is naturally significant ( .343). There is, 
however, also significant correlation with the memory tests which 
is not borne out in the factorial composition. It is probable here 
that the angle of rotaticn for the axes should have been slightly 
different to account for a load on the memory factor, as it seems 
almost certai~ tr£t this trait is capable of some development by 
training. It is significant tr~t its correlation with sense of 
consonance is negligible ( .095). 'Ib.e/a bili ty to judge the spatial 
distance between two notes sounded si':mul taneously is probably 
a cognitive function, whereas the ability to judg3 the f~sicnal 
effect of two simultaneously presented tones seems largely affect
ive in nature • 

S~~S8 ::"' ·;,...~.-:-:-:,~.8.":"".:2.-= ~~~s·:~ ... :_.. 
The_traditional complexity of this trait is hardly 

lessened by the present analysis. It has no appreciable relation
ship with the basic pitch factor, its correlations with the other 
pitch tests being .061, .001 and .095. 

Its co~~unality is .U57, i~dicating an extreme specificity. 
Its highest correlation is with memory (.191), giving it some sort 
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of loads on the me~ory and perseveration factors. 
The slight correlation with memory is probably due to the 

rapid, almost unconscious, comparison of the auditory stimulus to 
certain relatively well-defined standards of affective judgment 
of such tonal effects. We must agree with the general view that 
consonance is due to in.."'late properties of the tympanic structure; 
in this connection 'Ne find Valentine 1 s (p. 6) assertion that the 
process of e·;ab;.a ti:-1;; discords chane;es •:;:. th practice rather sur'
prising. ~eashore's (6) findings of an independence of consonance 
and intelligence, and consonance and training is more in line with 
the present results. ~e attitude that consonance is a direct pro
duct of social factors like lear:1ir-g, experienee, and tradition 
see!::is only- partly justified. 'Ihe results here indicate clearly tr...a t 
certain types of fusional effects. are almost invariably judged as 
consonant or dissonant. 'Ihe social forces appear to exert an 
influence chiefly on tbe fusional effects of the middle class where 
consonance or dissonance is not emphasized to the normal ear. 

Ir:.tensit·; Discrimir.c,tion ('I'est S) 
Of all the tests in the battery, least light is tbro~n on the 

nature of this trait. Its communality is .047; as far as the fac
tors tapped in this analysis are concerned this trait shows itself 
to be an almost entirely specific element. Its saturation with 
perseveration alone can be taken to be significant. 

This last inference is quite ir.telligible in vievr of tl:e 
nature of the test. One tone is produced and is very closely succee
ded by another. The perseverating influence of the first upon the 
iudgment of the intensity of tr_e second tone can scarcely: be doubted. 
'lhe trait has r:ot a single correlation as high as .100 witt. the 
remaining music tests. 

Like Seashore (p. 6} we can assert that this trait varies 
independently of intelligence or training. Like sense of consonance, 
it is probably a function depending upon the inherent properties of 
organic str~cture. 

§ense cf RhytL~ {Test 0). 
This trait has an appreciabue load on the general pitch 

factor (.279}. Although this trait is usually thought of is invol
ving a large motor factor its successful operation does vary witt. the 
p!.tch fa.ctcr. 'Ihe discrimination of rhythmic patterns of monotones 
is not the same as that of musical notes. 1fusic is so structured as 
to be compatible with and empr~sizing rhythm and 'swing' in a way 
not found, for example, in the beating of a drum. 

Seashore (p. 7) finds the correlation between this trait 
and pitch to be .17. 

When we come to consider the 2nd and 3rd factor loads of 
this variable, we find. ourseh•es faced by a problem. Does the 
~bility to listen to a phrase and discern its rhythmic pattern tend 
to be a cognitive or a motor function? Our answer assumes that 
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some kinaesthesia is involved, but that the relating of the 
amorphous motor effects depends largely ~pen the cognitive aspect 
of discrimination. There must be a conscious effort to remember 
and resolve the kinaesthetic tone established. The load on the 
cognitive memory factor is therefore l!:!.rge ( .446) and the load con 
the perseveration factor negligible {.019). 

We agree with Woodrow (p.7) ·.vhen he questions the validity 
of Sterzinger 1 s (p. 7) finding of a correlation of .71 betvreen 
rhythm and consonance. 1he present correlation corresponding is 
.110. Af<:ain, we are in agreement with o:;)eashore (p. 7) when he 
postulates communalities are .277 and .581. We cannot, however, 
find the basis for his extension of a sirr.ilar h:rpothesis for tiil'le 
and sensation. 

The conventional view that musical rhythm is only part of a 
wider phenomenon is expressed by Seashore (p. 7) in finding a 
simile.ri ty between rhythm in music and rhytr..m in poetry. According 
to our results, however, the correlation between rhytbm in music and 
poetical appreciation (in which verbal rhythm played an important 
part) is almost negligible (.095 with p.e •• o65). 

Rhythm seems to be eapable of being trained, and there seems 
to be a strong tendency for a somewhat low positive correlation 
between sense of rhytr..m and intelligence. 

3':3n3e of 'Iir:Je (Test P} • 
The surprising faa~ure of th:s trait is the high load it has 

on the general pitch factor. It seems feasible to suppose that time 
values are better established when added significance is given them 
by melodic continuity, but it seems hardly likely that the influence 
of pitch is so marked in the perception of time. This '11ould appear 
to be another weaK link in the factorial chain. On the ot~er ht:nd, 
it should be noted. that sense of time shows correlations of • 353, 
.203 and .439 with other pitc!: tests. 1!'lhether these correlations 
are high enoug~ to justify a load of .644 on the pitch factor is a 
matter for individual juC.g:rnent. The fact that t:!.:-.1·3 has a load of 
only .077 on memory and .400 on perseveration indicates that lt is 
opposed to rhythm in this respect. According to our "Nay of thinking, 
the reproduction of symbolic time values is possil;)le with am almost 
:ninimum amount of cons.cious effort. 'lh.e impression of the temporal 
pattern as left by e. short 3-bar phrase tends to perseverate long 
enough for the reproduction o~ the time values directly from the 
kinaesthetic tensions set up. Viewed in this light, the writing 
do?m of the symbolic time values is simply a resolving of t.he 
kinaesthetic tensions and requires the :ninimum of centrally aroused 
direction. 

This hypothesis is substantiated by the correlation of .582 
which this trait has with the test in,rolving the greatest amount 
of perseveration, i.e. musical memory (Test Q). 
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'l'ha t t'ne comp1.ex1. ey ana covariance o:t this trs.i t is largeiy 
explained in terms of the three fac~s here isolated is evident 
from the highness of the communality (.582). 

Seashore (p. 7) thinks that time and rhythm have something in 
cor:nnon. With this we are quite in agreement. Both the traits 
involve appreciable loads on the pitch factor; the inter-correlation 
of the two tests is significant (.228). Like him, we will contend 
that this trait and intelligence vary independently.:. Since the 
two highest factor loads for this test are on pitch and persevera
tion neither of whi~h alters appreciably with training, we can 
further corroborate his point tf1..a t training ~s but small effect 
on this trait. 

Musical f;iemory (Test Q) 
The cases of musical memory and retentivity have already 

been discussed in some detail ln connection with the general 
difference between memory and perseveration. We add here a few 
more observations. . 

The load on the pitch factor is evident by virtue of 
part of the memory test being the recognition of pitch changes in 
melodic phrases. This trait appears to have the most general 
and representative loads on all the factors, and there is a temp
tation to treat it as being a very good index of general musical 
ability. Yet Seashore (p. 7) states specifically that retentive 
and serviceable memory, while a very great asset to a musical 
person, is not an essential condition for musical mindedness. In 
the present ca.se,::we are inclined to form our own opinion in view 
of the number of cases upon which the results are based. 

Retentivity (~st R). 
There is little that has not yet been said about this trait. 

Its similarity to musical memory stops short of any load on 
persevera tion for reasons already outlined. Tb.e magnitude of its 
col:pillunali ty ( .503) ind.ica tes that. the 3 reference trait vectors 
explain much of its covariance. ~t is probable that this test 
measures memory for the more elemental factors of melody than 
melody itself, as in musical memory. 

Emotiona~ Sensitivity (Test T)t 
This appears to be a highly complex phenomenon. Its 

communalitv here is a mere .150. It has a load of .232 on the 
general pitch factor wit~ a correlation of .176 with pitch dis
crimination; on the memory factor it has a load of .316, a result 
well supported by its correlation with rhythm, ( .218) and 1111i th 
ret.entivi ty ( .231); its factor loading on perseveration is small 
and nega ti 'Te, and since the appreciation of lengthy or continuous 
passages of music does not appear to have any connection with lag 
of auditory stimuli, this last saturation coefrieient is not at 
all surprising. 
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As regards this trait we can offer proof to Beaunis' (p. 8) 
contention that musical emotion derives from rhythm, duration and 
pitch, but ~ust differ from him when he would add to this list 
intensity. The correlation of this trait wit~ intensity is -.023. 
Havner's (p. 8) finding that the requ~site qualities are rhythm, 
tempo anJ pitch is fully substantia ted by the present results. 

In reviewing the general position we notice t:ha.t the 
intelligence and literary tests were included in one battery, and 
the music tests in another. Both these batteries were analyzed with 
respect to t:::e general covariance of the battery and the specific 
covariance of each test. Tne final question may be asked: what 
would happen if the covariance of the entire battery of 19 tests 
were analyzed? The s ta tis tical analysis sho~·1ed the Dt'oductioh 
of 6 factors in such a case. !t was stated previously that these 
6 factors were the cgmbined groups of 3 factors extracted from 
the sub-batteries. lf such an assertion is true, then the general 
covariance of the music battery should have little to do with t~at 
of the intelligence and literary battery, i.~. the average carre
l~ tion be tween the 2 batteries should be approximately zero. A 
cursory glance at the table shows this to be a correct reflection 
of the true state of affairs~ 

'Ies-.:ing the matter more precisely, we have the following 
procedure:-

A 
/1---. / i ........ , 

/.. 1 --.... 

~-/--/ I '"~~ 
. . .. _____ . _________ J ____________ _ 

B 
Let the above curve represent the dispersion of the correlations 
between the 2 batteries. If the avera;e correlation is zero it 
would fall on AB. In that casef 

£_-{ _ .5745 (since r~o ) where - is size of 
o - tJ.;;" sample. 

But since we are dealing with fallible data, the average will 
not fall precisely on the line AB. i.::J. 

~ t--1 __ o_ ' Where ~ is the n~~ber of coeffi-
cients. 
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If the correlation between the two batteries is zero, the 
average correlation should not eocceed 3 ~-(. of the theoretic zero 
correlation. 

f."(_ -=j ~ -:;E J .,... .,1vr 
~.r:k· 

1:<. ft 

o= f17tn~ 
•t>tt.J 

fiJ. c l~-(. 'C" · Ot-y ~ 

This means that the avera~e correaltion is .005 slightly too big to 
be entirely explained as a zero correlation of fallible data. The 
discrepancy is so small as to make it of negligible importance .• Hence 
we may assume that the two batteries have nothing in common, ani ttat 
the covariance of each of the 19 tests is as fully explained in~an 
analysis of its own battery as it would be in analysis of the en tire 
battery. The 6 factors of the entire battery may theref.'ore be taken 
to be the 6 factors together isolated by the 2 sub-battery analyses. 
It WO'.ll:l be pO::' 3 .:.:::.::.0 t.: 2:5 'cabli.s'.1 a o-d.:..~nens ional tra.11sforma tion 
matrix which would rotate the entire battery in such a way as to make 
the respective 3 factor loads of the intelligence and literary teats 
the same as those in the intelligence and literary sub-oattery. The 
loads on the 4th, 5th and 6th factors would. be zero. Conversely, for 
the music tests in the entire battery the 4th, 5th and 6th factor 
loads would be equivalent to the 3 factor loads computed in· the music 
sub-battery, while the tests would have zero loads on the 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd factors. 

'Ihe labour of calculating the direction-co.sines of the axes 
of.' the transformation, as we pointed out previously, is prohibitive. 
We are compelled to lca're the matter while, at the same time, drawing 
attention to the fact that although the task has not been attempted 
it was proved that the 6 factor loads in the entire battery repre-· 
sented an analysis equivalent to that of the 2 sub-batteries. 

What concl~sions may be drawn from the results of this analy
sis concerning the nature of musicality, What we have really accom-
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plished in this investigation is an answer to the question of w:bA.ch I 
are the basic factors underlying musical ability. Are 'musical ~ 
ability' and ~musicality' synonomous terms? Generally, thereply 11• 

must be in the negative. But it may fairly be contended that the:e are :f 
certain traits which are basic both for musical! ty an. d musical ability; 'f 
such traits,we suggest, a.re partly measured by the tests employed in 1 

this analysis. No matter whether musicality or muslc::al ability is ;; 
meant, we cannot see either of these having any valid meaning unless a 
fair measure of the 3 factors extracted from the Music tests is inclu
ded in the individual's men tal make-up. VIe may say definitely then 
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that the present music battery does measure musicality, but that it 
does not measure all aspects of it. Many more tests, upon the lines 
sug~;;es ced previously (p.8) must be analyzed factorially before an 
adequate account of musicality can be given. Therefore, it should be 
remembered that our final judgments about the nature of musicality i i 

will apply only within the limitations imposed by the number of tests 
used in the analysis • 

l! The question remains: When is an individual musical? (1) 
Nundt (39) considered anyone musical if he were able tor ecognize 
and remember an octave, a fifth, ~nd a third, even if only for the 
time of the experiment. Stumpf (2) (32) postulated sense of 
pitch or sense of consonance. Crzellitzer t3Jdemands a sense of 
pitch and moderate memory capacity; Billroth 4 (2) believes one 
should. have a. talent for rhythm, pitch and intensity. There are 
other views of the nature of musicality, hut those given above slone 
ap~ear to be based upon any sort of experL~ental evidence. It will 
be seen tba t all the above conceptions could be explained. in terms 
of the 3 basis reference traits or factors that were isolated· during 
the present analysis. If this analysis has been built up on logical 
grounds, then we give the/allowing ultimate conclusions:-

Musicality will probably not be entirely defined in terms 
of the trio of basic mental factors isolated in this analysis. But 
of one thing we may be confident: nobody can be musical unless they 

( i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

an inherent sans·t ti vi ty to pitch; 
a power of retaihing peripherally-aroused impressions 
in consciousness for varying lengths of time; and 
a normal perseverative reaction of the bodily mechanism 
to auditory stimuli. t!f 

Ill 

Before closing this section of the study it would perhap:~ be .1'· 
advisable to relate the consequences of our more general findings 
to the points raised in the discussion of the literature on musicality.,_ 

1'1' 

Revecz's (p.3) insistence upon musicality being unitary rath~: 
"c:1an atomic is by no means compatible wit::1. present ~~sults. Musi- I. 

cality is complex, there being at least three statiscally independent 
factors ;yhi~h a---re essential to the individual possessing marked 
musicality. · 

'.Ve must emphatically contradict Miller (p.l9) W'~'"l.o finds that 
musical talent is ordinarily accompanied by good all-round ability. 
The relation of musicality to l~terary ability or to general intelli-
6ence has been found here to be well-nif.:h zero. We would find even 
the low dependence of music ability upon intelligence postulated by f' 
Spearmen (p.9) not borne out by the facts. Carrol and Eurich's (9) _: 
result that in the main intelli;;ence and art appreciation are_not ' 
_g.ppre.c_iably. related, is more in line wi t':l our findings. Similarly . 
Rigg (p.9) can discover no significant correlation between di~crimina-1 
tlon in music and discrimination in poetry. Wit':l him we must cast .,i 
doubt on the existence of a general aesthetic discrimination factor. .! 
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. We conclude this discussion by relating cu.r position to that , 
of ;;>eashore (p .3). For him the musical mind is a normal mind ,'':I; 
which possesses, over and above the normal quota of these qualities 
the C!lpacities essential for the hearing, the feeling, the under- I 
standing, and the expression of music. Such a definition, in the 
preaent writer's opinion, me::-ely ')Oints out the obvious. The 
classification here is Ta priorit ani does not really touch the 
~undamental aspects of the problem. It describes but does not 
explain. What are the essential and least number of reference 
traits that will account for the difference between the musical 
and the non-musical normal mind? We suggest that underlying 
Seashore 1 s classification of the musical functions there are at ,, 
least the three mental factors, sensi ti vi ty to pitch, memory, and. , , 
perseveration. Tnere will, no doubt, be further factors required 
before we can state definitely why it is that, to be musical; one 
must be more than ordinarily capable of "~earlr..g, feeling, 
understanding and expressing" music. But, in the meantime, the 
three factors we have isalated in this analysis may be considered I ~.1.· ! ; ·. I: 

to supply three fractional parts of the solution to the problem. 
How many more will be needed to make up t~e integer remains for 
further investigat.Ors to decide. 

What, finally, can be said about the part played by general 
intelligence in the phenomenon of ~usicality? The correlation 
be tween the t·llo has 'Jeen shown ne:sli;;i"b~ ~. '>.Je3 this imply that 
musicians are unintelligent? We think not. Consider Seashore's 
(p.21) attitude: "a person may be a poor thinker in science but 
a good thi~ker in music .••••••• ~usicians, by the nature of their 
art; sacrifice intellectual pursuits for a life in the world of 
feeling ••••• intelligence is one of the best indices for prediction 
of success in a musical ,career. 11 For us, the inf'erence to be 
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drawn from the present analysis does not lie in any invidious com
parison between a person's musicality and intelligence; if 
intelligence and musicality were opposed we would expect a signi
f:!_~ant negative correlationbe""Cween the two. 1his is most decidedly 11• 

not the case. Assuming that 'g' or general intelligence can be 1 

identified wit~'l mental energy, as Spearman would have it, then it l· 
becomes a most difficult task to determine which type of operation i!i 
involves the greatest amount of 'g~. According to the Law of 
DniYersal Mental Competition, the more one does along one line, I 
the less can one do along another. The problem seems really to be: .

1 does a musical career demand for its success more or less than the 
normal amount of 1g' required in other professions? 'Ihere appears 
to be no adequate reason why music should not involve as r:-cuch of 
the mental energy, as say, rna thema tics. 

From t,his point of view Seashore must be judged as legi ti
ma tely postulating intelligence as being an index to musicality. ,5 

On the other hand, if 'g' or general intelligence be not the vague, I 
amorphous mental energy, but specifically, the intellectual aspect j 
~!' it, as Thurston appears to thin};, then we cannot pass verdict 
on Sea shore 1 s ruling. It would seem likely that as i:"US ic ians work j ll 
mo_:'8 by feeling than by cognition, far less of this inte~_lectual .! 
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general factor is necessary for their successful application to 
music than in spheres like science where feeling is entirely sub
servient to intellect. 

One definite result does emerge from the present in'rest1-
gatio!;l.. ?ersons nus:tcally trainei have :::.o:"':::e,::._::_7 less of +;..,e 
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gene::-al ir: tallectual factor t':1.an persons trained in scientific 1 .• 

1

. 

philosophic and literary subjects. The in1porta.nt Y10rd is 1norme.lly'. 'J 

'Ihe distribution of the mental processes of music students must be 
deemed subject to the laws of normal dispersion. 'Ihe inference is 
that the average r.;usic student may possess greater or less n:usical 
ability quite independently of his stock of general intelligence. 
Normally, the more the individual ccnes to 'think musically', the 
less adapted to: the general environmental demands will his thoughts 
become. 

The inference to be drawn is rever-s lble in- its applica ·tion: 
if a student be generally inte! .. -ligent, possesses an interest in 
music, and is not lacking in the tr~ee factors isolated as a result 
of this analysis, viz., pitch sensitivity, memory, and persevera
tion, then there seems tc be no obstable to predictir.~ ·undoubted 
musicality in his case; ,on the other hand, if the student possesses 
the'3rd and 2nd qualifications, but not the 1st (general intelli
gence) we still have no guarantee t1'1at he will not possess a fair 
degree of musicality. 

All in all, general intelligence is not indispensable for 
musicality, and r..ornally is not flssociated wit':1. it. Musicality 
appears to depend dircc tly to a fa.r greater extent upon such Ta.c tors 
as pitch s ens i ti 7i ty, memory and persevere. ticn than upon the 
individualls stock of general intelligence. Any further concl-c.sion 
is not justified by the present evidence. I! I 
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1. The object of the present study was to analyse the 
phenomenon of musicality as displayed in lC tests of musical 
ability. It was hoped that further light would be thrown on 
the phenomenon by rel~ting it to general i::1telligence and 
literary ability. 

2. The bibliography,though fairly extensive, offered no 
direct guidance in the application of the method of this 
analysis, since the la:ter was only possible as a result of 
psychological technique developed in very recent years. 

3. It was felt that should any significant evidence be 
adduced from this investigation, the task of prognosis of 
musicality would be greatly facilitatec. 

4. There were in all 206 subjects drawn 
whom 60 were undergoing a full-time musical 
remaining 146 were samples of a homogeneous 
la tion. 

from both s~xes of 
training. J. he 
university popu-
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5. Nineteen tasks were selected on the basis of the four 
criteria mentioned in the text. '!he t.s.s1cs were: 6 intelli
gence tests (synonyms, classification, opposites, analogies, , 
completion of sentences, inferences), 3 literary tests (reading·~·~·' 
comprehension, vocabulary, poetical appreciation), and 10 
music tests (discrimination of pitch, interval, consonance, timei 
rhytr.l!l, intensity, absolute pitch, musical memory, retentivity, 

1
1 

emotional sensitivity). 'Ihese tests were given in five differ- 1 

·I 
i 

ent periods: the intelligence tests in two sessons of~ hour !,: 
each; the literary tests in two i rrour sessions, and the music 
tests in one 2 hour session. :::, 

i, 
6. The entire battery yielded 171 inter-correlations. The 

,, 
:, 

analysis of the correlation table was carried out by the 
centroid method. i1 

7. TP..ree factors r...ad to be extracted from the entire battery·!:. 
before tl::e various criteria for indicating the unreliability of 11 

residual correlational me. teria.l were satisfied. j 
I 

8. It was noticed that tr_e correlations between the r.msic ' 
tests and the rest of the battery were extremely small, and it 11': 

was decided that it might be advisable to split the battery in [
1
. 

two, the one r~l~ comprisir~ the intelligence and literary test~l 1 

and the other the music tests. In addition, doubt had been ,: 
cast on the purl ty of the measure of I g 1 which the inte"!.ligence i:: 
battery was held to undertake. The 6 intelligence tests were, ;j 
therefore, analyzed in a separate analysis. 

Analysis of the intelligence ba tter:t proved. decisively 
'i ~· 
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that there was a second factor being measured by· the tests. This 
second factor appeared to be 'persistence'. 

10. Analysis (in this and in all cases by the centroid method) 
of the intelligence and literary battery yielded 3 factors before 
the relevant criteria for sufficient factors were satisfied. 

11. Analysis of the music battery similarly resulted in the 
extraction of 3 factors. 

12. Rotation of the axes in the 1st battery showed tJ::e presence 
of g, persistence, and a verbal factor. 

13. Rotation of the axes of the 2nd battery pointed to the 
existence of 3 factors, pitch sensitivity, memory,and perseveration. 

14. No attempt was made to give meaning to the 6 factors isolated. 
in the entire battery, since it apieare::l that these were merely 
the 6 factors already described. t was shown possible to rotate 
the leads of the tests in the entire battery on the six factors 
into their corresponding loads in the sub-batteries. 

15. The process of analyzing different parts of the same battery 
brought out a point cf some importance to ":he theory of factorial 
analysis, viz., that when the covariance of a test is analyzed 
first whe:::1 the test is part of an entire battery, it should. reso1Ye 
into the same factorial make-up as that obtained by analyzing the 
same test in a sub-battery. Such an equi valer.ce indicates the 
degree of stability of the factors isolated. 

16. Success at the Cattell Intelligence Test was shown to depend 
not only on the innate 'g' but also ~uite appreciably on the 

. possess ion of 'persistence 1 • The inference is t'b..a t the tes tfis teo 
lengthy or, prefer!:tbly, that it should be given in about t'b..rJee 
sessions. 

17. According to the present results, a ~ood prognosis test of 
literary ability will include tests of a verbal factor, persistence, 

f 0", 
0 • 

18. Music ability is not necessarily dependent upon 1 g 1 ; it 
appears to be bound up far more closely with such factors as pitch 
sensitivity, memory and perseveration. 

' I~ 

I . 

i' ! 
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19. The relation of rr.usicali ty to literary ability is negligible, ! 1 

thus casting doubt upon the existence of any general 'aesthetic' 
or 'artistic 1 factor. 

20. The tests of musicality used here e.re by no means exhaustive. 
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It seems probable that musicality is not entirely explained in 
terms of the three factors here isolated , and that further tests 
of the nature described in the text will be needed to isolate 
any further factors underlying the IJ.anifestations of musicality. ·,•' 
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1. It vras originall:sr intended to include in the test battery 
a v::..ria ble test of the ----;-;(::_:' ·, -? -_,_,:·_~~- ~~.:~.2--~-·~~~:-. The 
e.·Jnara·ct-:.s Bi:'.IJ].o~red "·12S the C'-o1·~0,_.;_ ,-ri;.:i._s·slG ,-r~'.ich 'c"Jas clanped in 
a sto.nr~. >;:o t~1e nozz,le of t~1e ·;rhi3tle 1;ras conn8cted a lo:r..g 
:piece of rub!~·er tubing of na.rro•.'J bore. 'I'hsi tubins, in turn 
';ras ,joined to the :::nouti1 of a .'.OJash-bot·cle, a::J.d ai:::· vras :9w-c1ped 
into the wash-bot~:;le by r:1eans of e. rubi)er bulb, not unlike 
the everyday scent-spray. The wash-bottle had attached to it 
a glass tap 'Nhich could be turnedrlon or off, thus conserving 
or allm·ring tilrough a const£1nt and s"c.eady stream of air into 
the tubing and there by sounding tb.e vrhistle. oome idea of 
tl:e e:-:::porir,lent can be g::dned f'romthe sketch belorr. 

-----·-· ·- --

The test was actually performed on all the subjects, but , 
as.the results proved too variable owing to the shortcomings of 
the Galton whistle, the test v:ras omitted from the battery. 

For the benefit of any future ex:';)erimenters on this 
auditory feature, it can be sug,_ested that a turbine machine, 
electrically-driven, miGht yield nore reliable results. 

2. imother test dropped from the battery vms that t:::sting . 
_:.:.:~,:aio~c.l),;:;_ca:l. c.~_L(. ·:~,-~:~n·~~i·.~c'.'GiYD S"'.·.)·c:~o,:..:::.l _-:;;:;;.:,ollSe to the hearing 
of a musical ·work. 'l'he subject is placed by himself in a 
darkened room, ::::eated comfortably on a chair Y-ri t.h his left hand 
resting naturally on a table. 

The experimenter is seated in a neighbouring room and 
by t~lking into ~ Bicrophone is 0ble to issue instructions 
to his assistEmt (in the darkened room) who is vre::~ring ear-phones, 
v:i thout danger of the subject over-hea.ring the vroi'ds. The 
assistant ensurAs the comfort of the testee and f::1 :~tens an 
electrode to his rest:Lnt; p8 L-rn, instructing him to relax and 
enjoy the musical performance. 

I 
. ' 



~ ... 
The experimenter, next-door, meanwhile measures the elec

trical resistance of the subject on the ''b_eA.tstone-b:rid.::;e and 
adjusts the spot-ligJ.1t from the psycho-galvanometer to register 
a zero value on the indicator. 

The music is nm1 played, anC:. the deflections of the spot-
light are noted. ·unfortunately, the test :rcr~niring i:c1di vidual 

{(" testing, C01)_lcl only be tr:Led on about th() sc_:11.jects befo:·e tlle end 
I. of the acader0.ic te-r'ln, and this reletive )81..l.Cit~r of matejnial 

resulted j_n the orlission of the test fro:-:1. the bet:~ery. 
r::1-:e J:'OSL1__lts, b.01.·Te-;e:_ ... , ':.'"T8:~~8 in-Ce}:·es·!.~i_n\·_::; P:~J: j_].1_St:::'t1.Ctj_;;e. 

In all cases, '<'rithout any exception at al1, where a su'Jject 
ree;istered ·'9. :·1t.<~(1 5.n5.t~_c.l :'esiste.!J.cc, the :'e.suJ.tin g cl"J..:.::;.:..ccs i:.1 
resistance dtcrin6 tj1e hee.ring of the nusic 'Here slight. Further 
more such cases coincided with each subject's introspective des
cription of hi:.nself or herself as being a 1 :3teady 1 sort and little 
given to emotional veriabili t:;r without subst·~ntial C<:Juse. It nay, 
therefore, be concluded tC:.e t ~'~is .:::.rm() re::?reseil ted an enot ionally 
phlegmatic type, to whom the hearing of music is relatively an 
impersonal sort of affair. 

There was, lH:ewise, another clearly-defj_ned grou:p 'Hi th 
low inil-ial resistances, marked changes during the progress of 
the music, and introspectively described as 'emotional' and 
1 changeable 1 • 'l1his type of pe'I.San is eas il~~ ::noved b:: emotional 
stL111ulation as expressed throu.;:;:1 a l'msical medh•.:11. 

This tests a~;;penrs to indicate a promisin;:,; line of enc~uiry 
for future resea:;:-ch-•mrr:ers. 

I 

3. 'rhurstone, in!the 1 Vectors of I.Iind 1 is b~· no :·:lea:n3 definite 
about instructions' as to vrhen to stop extractinc; factors in an 
analysis of fallible data. ~Us general at:~5tude is to extract 
factors until the correlation residuals are so small as -co be 
negliginle. He does not, ho-wever, define 'nez,ligibj_lity'. 

In his '?rimary i·Ie:nt.ql _\bi_lities' he ta1:es +..·e ~.ean 'Telue 
of tl1e residuals s.t. <ln3r one stage and divides then by their nean 
value at the previous stac;e. This quotient, ~1e s::ys, should reach 
a limiting value given by (/- ~ -r .-t_.._) 

This is exactly the saJ11.e formula as the one describcdon 
:?ece 37> [ '-~ _ ~ .== {t- ~ -r~ ... }J'·-E~] 

because, if th~ systematic material is exhausted, ,then according 
to the fornula, t.he next sta(;;e vrill re.s:1lt in the residuals being 
reduced in proportion to ( 1 - ~ _,... j, ) 

.- ..... "1.. 
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